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We present a uniﬁcation of reﬁnement and Hoare-style reasoning in a foundational mechanized higher-order
distributed separation logic. This uniﬁcation enables us to prove formally in the Coq proof assistant that
concrete implementations of challenging distributed systems reﬁne more abstract models and to combine
reﬁnement-style reasoning with Hoare-style program veriﬁcation. We use our logic to prove correctness of
concrete implementations of two-phase commit and single-decree Paxos by showing that they reﬁne their
abstract TLA+ speciﬁcations. We further use our notion of reﬁnement to transfer fairness assumptions on
program executions to model traces and then transfer liveness properties of fair model traces back to program
executions, which enables us to prove liveness properties such as strong eventual consistency of a concrete
implementation of a Conﬂict-Free Replicated Data Type and fair termination of a concurrent program.
CCS Concepts: • Theory of computation → Program veriﬁcation; Distributed algorithms; Separation
logic.

1 INTRODUCTION
Reﬁnement is an old idea and an established approach to reason about correctness of programs
[Burstall and Darlington 1975; Dijkstra 1970; Gerhart 1975; Hoare 1969, 1972; Wirth 1971] and
many variations of reﬁnement have been studied using diﬀerent formalisms. In the context of
concurrent and distributed systems, one popular formalism is TLA+ [Lamport 1992], which is a
formal speciﬁcation language used to design, model, and verify concurrent and distributed systems. In TLA+ , systems are modelled using state transition systems and both safety and liveness
properties are amenable to ﬁnite model checking. The tool suite has seen successful industrial use
by companies like Intel [Beers 2008], Amazon [Newcombe 2014; Newcombe et al. 2015], and Microsoft [Lardinois 2017]. While the TLA+ veriﬁcation system allows to uncover design ﬂaws and
to reason about the correctness of abstract system speciﬁcations, it oﬀers no guarantees about an
implementation of such a system nor about its relation to the abstract speciﬁcation.
In this paper we show how to unify reﬁnement and Hoare-style reasoning in a foundational
mechanized higher-order distributed separation logic. This uniﬁcation enables us to prove formally in the Coq proof assistant that concrete implementations of challenging distributed systems
reﬁne more abstract models of such, and to combine reﬁnement-style reasoning with Hoare-style
reasoning. We focus on history-sentitive reﬁnement relations that relate traces of program executions to traces of a model. We use this history-sensitive notion of reﬁnement to transfer fairness
assumptions on program executions to model traces, and we demonstrate (in §4) how to make use
of this to prove liveness properties, namely strong eventual consistency of a concrete implementation of a Conﬂict-Free Replicated Data Type (CRDT) [Shapiro et al. 2011], and fair termination
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of a concurrent program. A special case of history-sensitive reﬁnement relations are standard reﬁnement relations that relate program states to states of a model, and we use our logic to prove
that concrete implementations of two-phase commit and single-decree Paxos formally reﬁne their
abstract TLA speciﬁcations (§3). As one would hope, we can use the reﬁnements to transfer results about the TLA speciﬁcations (e.g., consistency in Theorem 3.1) to results about the program
implementations.
We develop our uniﬁcation of reﬁnement and Hoare-style reasoning by extending Aneris [Krogh-Jespersen e
2020], a higher-order distributed separation logic, with reﬁnement-style reasoning. The Aneris
logic, which is aimed at modular reasoning about distributed systems implementations, is itself
an extension of the Iris [Jung et al. 2016, 2018, 2015; Krebbers et al. 2017a] higher-order concurrent separation logic. There has been earlier work on reﬁnement in Iris. However, most of that
work has focused on contextual reﬁnement, where one (higher-order concurrent imperative, but
not distributed) program is related to another program [Frumin et al. 2018; Krebbers et al. 2017b;
Krogh-Jespersen et al. 2017; Spies et al. 2021; Timany et al. 2018] or termination-preserving reﬁnements among programs [Spies et al. 2021; Tassarotti et al. 2017] (one exception is the work
of Tassarotti and Harper [2019] who relate programs to abstract speciﬁcation programs denoting
indexed valuations). In contrast, we focus on establishing that a program reﬁnes a more abstract
model, which then serves as a speciﬁcation, allowing us, for instance, to prove that our Paxos
implementation reﬁnes the TLA+ speciﬁcation of Paxos.
We follow the “Iris approach” and deﬁne a generic program logic, called Trillium, for establishing history-sensitive reﬁnement of programs written in an arbitrary programming language
speciﬁed by an operational semantics. Trillium is deﬁned on top of the Iris base logic and plays a
similar role as the generic Iris program logic for reasoning about functional correctness: Trillium
has a notion of weakest precondition predicate (and associated Hoare triples) for which a number
of generally applicable proof rules have been proved. Perhaps surprisingly, given that we wish to
reason about reﬁnements among traces, the weakest precondition predicate of Trillium is a predicate over program expressions (in contrast to whole execution traces). Thus Trillium supports
local reasoning about history-sensitive reﬁnement. Importantly it also means that the proof rules
of Trillium include all the usual rules of the Iris program logic; there is just one additional proof
rule for reasoning about reﬁnement. Thus Trillium is a conservative extension of the Iris program
logic and hence we can seamlessly reuse Iris program logic proofs in the context of Trillium. It also
means that the same weakest precondition speciﬁcation can be used to capture reﬁnement as well
as functional correctness. Thus weakest preconditions for reﬁnements can, e.g., be used by clients
to show their functional correctness, which might rely on a property obtained via the abstract
model through the reﬁnement. Users of Trillium can then instantiate it with their own choice of
programming language and prove soundness of additional programming language-speciﬁc proof
rules. In this paper, we mostly focus on an instantiation of Trillium with AnerisLang, the distributed higher-order concurrent imperative programming language of the Aneris program logic;
this results in a uniﬁed logic for modular reﬁnement and Hoare-style reasoning, which extends
the earlier Aneris program logic. However, in §5 we consider another instantiation of Trillium
with HeapLang, a concurrent (non-distributed) language, and show how Trillium can also be used
to reason about termination of concurrent programs, by establishing fair termination-preserving
reﬁnement of a suitable model. This demonstrates (through an admittedly simple, but very tricky,
example) how we may integrate some of the key ideas of Tassarotti et al. [2017]’s work on fair
termination-preserving reﬁnement of concurrent session-typed programs in an arguably simpler
general program logic (not focused on compilation of session-typed programs) and without having
to introduce linear predicates to the logic.
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We emphasize that since our instantiation of Trillium with AnerisLang is an extension of Aneris,
it inherits Aneris’s support for modular reasoning and extends it to reﬁnement reasoning. In particular, it supports both (1) horizontal modularity via node-local and thread-local reasoning, which
allows one to verify distributed systems by verifying each thread and each node in isolation, and
(2) veritical modularity via separation logic features such as the frame rule and the bind rule, which
allow one to compose proofs of diﬀerent components within each node. We leverage this support
for modularity in our case studies, e.g., in the reﬁnement proof of Paxos, where we specify and
prove each component of the implementation in isolation. This is achieved by sharing the more
global abstract model among the diﬀerent components via an invariant. Moreover, we use a single
speciﬁcation for both proving that the implementation reﬁnes the Paxos model and to verify functional correctness of a client of the Paxos implementation; the proof of the client in turn relies on
the consistency property of the Paxos model.
Contributions. In summary, we make the following contributions:
• We introduce Trillium, a generic program logic that uniﬁes Hoare-style reasoning with local
reasoning about history-sensitive reﬁnement relations among traces of program executions
and traces of a model (§2).
• We instantitate Trillium with AnerisLang, a distributed higher-order concurrent imperative
programming language (similar to OCaml with sockets) to get an extension of Aneris that
uniﬁes reﬁnement and Hoare-style reasoning about implementations of distributed systems.
• We use this instantiation to establish correctness of concrete implementations of two distributed protocols, two-phase commit and single-decree Paxos, by showing that they reﬁne
their abstract TLA+ speciﬁcations. To the best of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst foundationally veriﬁed proof that a concrete implementation of a distributed protocol correctly implements its abstract TLA+ speciﬁcation. We also demonstrate how to use the same reﬁnement
speciﬁcation both to prove properties about the implementation, by relying on existing correctness theorems of the TLA+ speciﬁcation, and to show functional correctness of client
programs, thus leveraging the uniﬁcation of reﬁnement and Hoare-style reasoning (§3).
• We further show functional correctness and strong eventual consistency of a concrete implementation of a CRDT. The proof of the latter relies on the fact that we establish that
the implementation is a history-preserving reﬁnement of a model; this allows us to transfer
fairness assumptions on the implementation to the model and prove strong eventual consistency. To the best of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst such proof that takes into account the
inter-replica communication at the level of the implementation; the concurrent interactions
with the user-exposed operations makes it non-trivial to reason about eventual consistency.
• We instantiate Trillium with HeapLang, a higher-order concurrent imperative programming
language and use the resulting logic to show fair termination of a concurrent program by
establishing a fair termination-preserving reﬁnement of a suitable model.
All the results presented in this paper have been formalized in Coq, on top of the Iris base-logic
formalization and using the Iris Proof Mode [Krebbers et al. 2017b]. We use the Iris Proof Mode
to support interactive veriﬁcation in Trillium (in the same style as one has for Iris), which means
that one can reason formally in Trillium much in the same way as one reasons in Coq. We stress
that our formal development is what is often called foundational: the operational semantics of the
distributed programming language, the abstract models, and the model of the program logic are
all formally deﬁned in Coq, and through adequacy theorems of the program logic, the end result
of a veriﬁcation is a formal theorem expressed only in terms of the operational semantics of the
programming language and the model.
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2 TRILLIUM: A TRACE PROGRAM LOGIC
In this section we present the core of Trillium which relates execution traces of programs written
in an arbitrary programming language to traces over a model. For generality, Trillium does not ﬁx
the notion of model; we just consider model traces to be traces over some arbitrary set of auxiliary
states. Before detailing Trillium we brieﬂy discuss the general notion of programming language we
will work with, and our conventions and notations for programs and auxiliary traces. Afterwards
we present the logic and then brieﬂy discuss how it is instantiated to reason about AnerisLang
programs. We conclude this section with a discussion of adequacy (soundness) of Trillium.
Programming Languages Considered. Trillium is deﬁned with respect to an abstract operational
semantics for a (concurrent/distributed) programming language. We assume that the programming language comes with a set of expressions Expr, a set of values Val ⊆ Expr, a set of program
states, State (an abstraction of the heap, the network state, etc.), and a step relation →. The latter
relates a pair of an expression and a state to a triple consisting of an expression, a state, and a
(possibly empty) list of expressions, corresponding to the threads forked by the step of computation. These ingredients should satisfy standard requirements, e.g., that values cannot take a step
(∀𝑣 ∈ Val, 𝜎 ∈ State. (𝑣, 𝜎) 6→); see Jung et al. [2018] for details. The step relation is then lifted to
machine conﬁgurations, i.e., a pair of a thread pool (possibly across multiple machines in the case
of distributed systems) and a state:
(𝑒𝑖 , 𝜎) → (𝑒𝑖′, 𝜎 ′, (𝑒 𝑓1 , · · · , 𝑒 𝑓𝑘 ))
(𝑒 1 , · · · , 𝑒𝑖−1, 𝑒𝑖 , 𝑒𝑖+1, · · · 𝑒𝑛 ; 𝜎) ։ (𝑒 1 , · · · , 𝑒𝑖−1, 𝑒𝑖′, 𝑒𝑖+1, · · · 𝑒𝑛 , 𝑒 𝑓1 , · · · , 𝑒 𝑓𝑘 ; 𝜎 ′ )
The idea is that the machine takes a step whenever a thread takes a step, in which case the threads
possibly forked oﬀ are added to the list of all threads of the machine. Another way the machine
can take a step in our notion of programming language is through the system-step relation →sys ⊆
State × State, which a language should also specify along with its step relation →. System steps are
those that do not correspond to actual program execution steps; e.g., in AnerisLang, a system step
can correspond to the network dropping a message. Internal steps are also lifted to the machine
level:
𝜎 →sys 𝜎 ′
(𝑒 1 , · · · , 𝑒𝑛 ; 𝜎) ։ (𝑒 1, · · · , 𝑒𝑛 ; 𝜎 ′)
We write c for a conﬁguration and write state (c) and thread (𝑖, c) for the state of c and the 𝑖 th
thread of c, respectively. Furthermore, we write updateth (𝑖, 𝑒, 𝜎, c) for the conﬁguration that is the
same as c, except that the state is updated to 𝜎 and the 𝑖 th thread is updated to be 𝑒. Similarly, we
write updatest (𝜎, c) for the conﬁgurationn that is the same as c except the state is updated to be
𝜎.
We further require a programming language to be equipped with a set of evaluation contexts. As
we shall see, we use those to express the relationship between a program at hand and the program
execution trace. Evaluation contexts are required to satisfy the usual properties, e.g., for a context
𝐾, if (𝑒, 𝜎) → (𝑒 ′, 𝜎 ′) then (𝐾 [𝑒], 𝜎) → (𝐾 [𝑒 ′ ], 𝜎 ′); see Jung et al. [2018] for details.
Finite and Possibly-Inﬁnite Traces. A ﬁnite trace (over some set) is a non-empty sequence (of elements from the set). A possibly-inﬁnite trace (over some set) is a ﬁnite or inﬁnite sequence (of
elements from the set). Note that the empty sequence is a possibly-inﬁnite trace. Whenever we
mention the word trace in the rest of the paper, we mean a ﬁnite trace, unless explicitly stated
otherwise. We let 𝜏 range over traces over the set of program conﬁgurations and let 𝜇 range over
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traces over the set of auxiliary states. We use 𝜏¥ and 𝜇¥ to range over possibly-inﬁnite traces of program conﬁgurations and auxiliary states respectively. Furthermore, we write first (𝑡) and last (𝑡)
for the ﬁrst and last element of a trace 𝑡, respectively—these are well-deﬁned total functions as
traces are required to be non-empty. We write [𝑎] tr for the singleton ﬁnite trace consisting of only
𝑎, and 𝑡 ::tr 𝑎 for the extension of trace 𝑡 with element 𝑎 appended to it. We use list notations []
and 𝑎 :: 𝑡 (where 𝑡 is a possibly-inﬁnite trace) for possibly inﬁnite traces. Do note that for ﬁnite
traces, ::tr adds an element at the end, whereas for possibly-inﬁnite traces, :: adds an element at
the front.1 We write get (𝑖, 𝑡) for the 𝑖 th element of the trace 𝑡 and length (𝑡) for the length of the
trace 𝑡.
An execution trace 𝜏 is valid, denoted ValidExec (𝜏), if every conﬁguration in the trace makes
a step in the operational semantics to the next conﬁguration. Formally, we use the this inductive
deﬁnition: ValidExec (𝜏) , (∃𝑐. 𝜏 = [𝑐] tr ) ∨ (∃c, 𝜏 ′ . 𝜏 = c ::tr 𝜏 ′ ∧ ValidExec (𝜏 ′) ∧ last (𝜏 ′ ) ։ c).
2.1 The Program Logic Trillium
The core idea of Trillium is to track an auxiliary trace alongside the program execution trace and
enforce that whenever the program takes a step, there is an extension of the auxiliary trace that
corresponds to this step.
As indicated in the Introduction, Trillium is centered around the concept of a weakest precondition; Hoare triples can then, as usual, be deﬁned in terms of weakest preconditions. The weakest
precondition of Trillium is deﬁned using the Iris base logic, similarly to how the weakest precondition of the Iris program logic is deﬁned using the Iris base logic [Jung et al. 2018]. We recall
that the Iris base logic is a higher-order logic equipped with facilities for deﬁnitions and reasoning by guarded recursion and with support for reasoning about ownership (separation logic) and
invariants.

Concretely, the Trillium deﬁnition of the weakest precondition predicate wp E 𝑒 𝛷 is as follows:

|⇛E 𝛷 (𝑒)
if 𝑒 ∈ Val







∀𝜏, 𝜇, 𝑖, 𝐾.



thread (𝑖, last (𝜏)) = 𝐾 [𝑒] −∗




ValidExec (𝜏) −∗



E
∅


 StateInterp (𝜏, 𝜇) ≡∗


reducible (𝑒, state (last (𝜏))) ∗
wp E 𝑒 𝛷 ,


∀𝑒 ′, 𝜎 ′, (𝑒 𝑓1 , · · · , 𝑒 𝑓𝑘 ).

otherwise


∅ E
′ ′

∗
⊲
≡
(𝑒,
state
(last
(𝜏)))
→
(𝑒
,
𝜎
,
(𝑒
,
·
·
·
,
𝑒
))−
∗

𝑓1
𝑓𝑘



∃𝛿.StateInterp (𝜏 ::tr updateth (𝑖, 𝐾 [𝑒 ′ ], 𝜎 ′, last (𝜏)), 𝜇 ::tr 𝛿)∗




ValidEvolution(𝜏, 𝜇, updateth (𝑖, 𝐾 [𝑒 ′ ], 𝜎 ′, last (𝜏)), 𝛿)∗







wp E 𝑒 ′ 𝛷 ∗
wp⊤ 𝑒 𝑓 𝑗 True


1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤𝑘


∗

Here the postcondition 𝛷 is a predicate that takes a return value as an argument. We sometimes
write 𝛷 as 𝑥 . 𝑃; then 𝑥 acts as a binder for the return value in 𝑃. In the above deﬁnition, Iris-speciﬁc
logical connectives are typeset in blue; to understand the high-level ideas of the deﬁnition and, in
particular, what is new compared to the Iris deﬁnition of weakest preconditions, they can mostly
1 As will become clearer later, this diﬀerence in notation is useful because we use ﬁnite traces to capture what has happened

in the past (they “grow at the end” when time passes), whereas we use possibly-inﬁnite traces to capture the future (they
shrink when time passes).
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be ignored. On a ﬁrst reading |⇛E and ⊲ may be ignored, and ∗ may be thought of as ordinary
′
conjunction, and both −∗ and E ≡∗E as ordinary implication.
Considering that Trillium is a program logic designed for relationalreasoning, perhaps the most
surprising fact about the deﬁnition is its overall form, i.e., that wp 𝑒 𝛷 only involves a program
expression 𝑒 and a predicate 𝛷 on program values; and in particular, that it does not explicitly refer
to auxiliary state. This is because the relationship between the program and the auxiliary state is
encapsulated inside the deﬁnition of the weakest precondition. This makes the deﬁnition very
ﬂexible: when a user instantiates Trillium they can decide how to set up the relationship between
traces of the program and traces of the auxiliary state, and how to reﬂect this relationship in
Iris resources—see §2.2 for a concrete example. Moreover, it also means that the Trillium weakest
precondition is conservative over standard Iris and that all the Iris proof rules for Iris weakest
preconditions still hold for Trillium.2 Hence all proofs carried out in the standard Iris program
logic can be straightforwardly adapted to Trillium.
Next we remark that, just as for standard
Iris weakest preconditions, our deﬁnition implies safety

(see §2.3 for more details): if wp 𝑒 𝛷 holds then 𝑒 will not get stuck and whenever it reduces to
a value, then that value satisﬁes the postcondition. This follows from the high-level pattern of
the deﬁnition: either 𝑒 is a value in which case the postcondition must hold, or 𝑒 is reducible in
the current state (the state of the last conﬁguration in our execution trace 𝜏) and, furthermore,
whatever 𝑒 reduces to in this current state (as well as all the forked threads) should again satisfy
the weakest precondition—we do not care about the postcondition of the forked threads.
The parts typeset in red and green in the deﬁnition above are, respectively, the parts that have
been added or adapted, compared to standard Iris weakest preconditions. We now explain these
parts in more detail.
The state interpretation predicate, StateInterp, in Iris weakest preconditions takes only the
current state as an argument; here it has been extended to take the entire execution trace of the
program as well as the auxiliary trace as arguments. This is crucial and means in particular that we
can reﬂect the history of the program execution in the program logic and use it in our reasoning.
For example, in the AnerisLang instantiation of Trillium, it allows us to track the history of sent
and received messages. In §4 we discuss how this is useful for expressing the correctness of CRDTs.
The role of the StateInterp predicate is to tie the state of both the program and the auxiliary state
to Iris resources, e.g., the points-to predicate of separation logic for heap locations; see Trillium’s
instantiation with AnerisLang in §2.2 for details. To appreciate the role of the StateInterp predicate
better, let us consider part of the soundness proof of the following Aneris inference rule:3
wp-load

ℓ ↦→ip 𝑣

wp E hip; ! ℓi 𝑥 . 𝑥 = 𝑣 ∗ ℓ ↦→ip 𝑣

This rule states that if we own the location ℓ with value 𝑣 on a node with IP address ip, i.e. we
have the points-to predicate ℓ ↦→ip 𝑣, then on that node, reading ℓ returns a value that is equal to
𝑣 and, moreover, we retain ownership of ℓ. To show soundness of this rule, we need to show that
the program ! ℓ does not get stuck when run in the current state which would happen if ℓ was not
allocated. Hence, we need to rule out that case and show that no matter what the current state
may be, ℓ is allocated in that state—note how the current state (in our case part of 𝜏) is universally
quantiﬁed in the deﬁnition of the weakest precondition predicate. This is where StateInterp plays
an important role: StateInterp and the points-to predicate are deﬁned so that they satisfy the
2 The

only exception is that Trillium does not support Iris prophecies [Jung et al. 2020].
the AnerisLang instantion of Trillium, a program expression consists of a pair of a node IP address and an ordinary
expression.
3 In
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following property:4
StateInterp (𝜏, 𝜇) ∗ ℓ ↦→ip 𝑣 ⊢ Heap (ip, last (𝜏)) (ℓ) = 𝑣
where Heap (ip, c) is the heap (a partial map with ﬁnite support from locations to values) for the
node with IP address ip in the state of the conﬁguration c. Here ⊢ is Iris’s entailment relation.
Hence, we can conclude that ℓ is allocated in the heap of the current state and that the program
does not get stuck.
Apart from knowing that the resources pertaining to state, such as heap points-to predicates,
network messages, etc., are properly reﬂected in Iris resources, we need to
 know that the execution
trace 𝜏 is consistent with a given program. That is, when proving wp 𝑒 𝛷 we need to know that
whatever the execution trace 𝜏 up to now is, the expression 𝑒 is now about to take a step. This is
captured by thread (𝑖, last (𝜏)) = 𝐾 [𝑒], which states that on thread 𝑖 of the current conﬁguration,
last (𝜏), the expression 𝑒 can now take a step, i.e., 𝑒 appears under an evaluation context 𝐾.
The deﬁnition of the weakest precondition requires that after 𝑒 takes a step, there must be an
auxiliary state 𝛿 such that the following holds:
(1) The state interpretation holds for the resulting execution trace and auxiliary trace (note that
both traces are extended with their respective new states).
(2) The user speciﬁed predicate ValidEvolution is satisﬁed.
(3) The weakest precondition holds for 𝑒 ′ , the program that 𝑒 steps to.
(4) All threads forked during the step also satisfy the weakest precondition.
Note also that the user of Trillium can restrict the new auxiliary state 𝛿 by picking ValidEvolution
appropriately.

In summary, the weakest precondition wp 𝑒 𝛷 states that 𝑒 is safe to execute (does not get
stuck), that any value resulting from 𝑒 satisﬁes the postcondition 𝛷, and, that every execution step
has been matched by an auxiliary step.
That Trillium is conservative over the Iris program logic follows from the fact that we have
proven all the lemmas used in Iris to facilitate the instantiation of it to diﬀerent programming
languages, e.g., lemmas that allow deriving proof rules such as wp-load above. As mentioned in
the Introduction, Trillium has just one additional rule for reasoning about reﬁnement, called wpatomic-take-step. Intuitively, this rule states that when proving a weakest precondition for an
atomic program (a program that takes at most one step) one can choose the auxiliary state after
the step, provided that the ValidEvolution relation is satisﬁed. The general formulation of this
rule involves many details (and is only intended to be used once when instantiating Trillium)
and hence we omit it. Below we show and discuss the rule aneris-wp-atomic-take-step, which
is a consequence of wp-atomic-take-step in the instantiation of Trillium with AnerisLang. The
general rule, wp-atomic-take-step, can be found in the accompanying Coq development.
2.2

Aneris Instantiation of Trillium

AnerisLang is an ML-like programming language with network primitives for creating and binding sockets as well as sending (sendto) and receiving (receivefrom) messages on those sockets. In
AnerisLang only strings can be sent over the network and hence programs need to appropriately
(de)serialize values as necessary. The operational semantics is designed so that these networking
primitives closely model Unix sockets and UDP networking. The operational semantics of AnerisLang is, apart from networking, entirely standard for an ML-like programming language. The
system-step relation represents two operations: delivering sent message to the receiving socket’s
buﬀer and dropping not-yet-delivered sent messages. A detailed description of networking and
4 See

Jung et al. [2018] for details of how this can be done in Iris.
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system step relations of AnerisLang can be found in the Appendix. The evaluation contexts of
AnerisLang are entirely standard for a call-by-value ML-like programming language—we refer
to the accompanying Coq development for further details. In order to instantiate Trillium with
AnerisLang we need to deﬁne the StateInterp and ValidEvolution predicates. Before doing so we
explicate the notion of the model that we will work with in the AnerisLang instantiation.
Models. A model is a state transition system (STS), M = (A M , ⇀ M , 𝜄 M ) where A M is a set,
⇀ M ⊆ A M × A M is an arbitrary transition relation, and 𝜄 M ∈ A M is the initial state. We call
elements of A M (model) states and the relation ⇀ M the (step) relation of M. We say the model
M takes a step from 𝛿 to 𝛿 ′ and write 𝛿 ⇀ M 𝛿 ′ whenever 𝛿 and 𝛿 ′ are related by ⇀ M .
When instantiating Trilliumwith AnerisLang, we work with an arbitrary but ﬁxed model; in
practice the user picks the model based on the veriﬁcation task at hand. Moreover, we take the set
of auxiliary states to be the set of states of the model and let the ValidEvolution relation be:
ValidEvolution(𝜏, 𝜇, 𝜎, 𝛿) , last (𝜇) = 𝛿 ∨ last (𝜇) ⇀ M 𝛿
Note how this relation does not restrict the program execution trace, nor the program state—it
merely requires that the new model state is either the same as the last one or that it is related
to it by a single step of the model’s transition relation. Note further that this deﬁnition allows
for stuttering on the model side; this is natural given that we wish to relate a detailed program
execution to a more abstract model. Technically, this also means that the only proof rule that needs
to mention the model is the rule aneris-wp-atomic-take-step that we will explain below; all other
rules of the logic can ignore the existence of the model since we can simply pick the same model
state as the last state when we have to show that there is a matching state in the model, and thus
we get a conservative extension of Aneris.
The state interpretation predicate is deﬁned as follows:
StateInterp (𝜏, 𝜇) , eventSI(𝜏) ∗ physSI(last (𝜏)) ∗ Model• (last (𝜇))
Here, the physSI predicate associates the physical state, i.e., heap, network, etc., to Iris resources
as explained earlier. The eventSI predicate associates resources to what we call events and allows
to reason about them in the logic while reasoning about programs—in particular, we can track
events for allocation of certain references, as well as send and receive events on certain network
addresses; we will see examples of the use of allocation events later in this section, and examples
of send and receive events in §4. The Model• predicate is deﬁned in terms of Iris resources and
allows the user to refer to the current state of the model. This is done in a fashion similar to how
points-to propositions are used to refer to the physical state of the heap. The Model• predicate
(“the authoritative part of the model”) comes with a counterpart Model◦ (“the fragmental part of
the model”).5 The authoritative and fragmental parts of the model satisfy the following rule:
Model• (𝛿) ∗ Model◦ (𝛿 ′ ) ⊢ 𝛿 = 𝛿 ′
Thus, one can use Model◦ (𝛿 ′ ) to refer to the state of the model, which is tracked by and hidden inside the deﬁnition of weakest preconditions. We will brieﬂy discuss a minimal example
of how this is done after a quick detour into Iris resources and invariants, as well as the rule
aneris-wp-atomic-take-step, which we will use in the minimal example that follows (and in other
examples presented throughout the paper).
5 These terminologies

originate from the terminology of the so-called authoritative resource algebras in Iris; see Jung et al.
[2018] for more details, including how the authoritative and exclusive resource algebras can be combined to deﬁne the
authoritative and fragment parts of the model predicates.
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let rec incr_loop l =
let n = !l in
cas(l, n, n + 1);
incr_loop l
in
let l = ref<s> 0 in
fork (incr_loop l); incr_loop l

0
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Fig. 1. A simple example and its corresponding model.
N

Iris Invariants. Iris’s base logic features so-called invariants. In Iris the proposition 𝑃 means
that 𝑃 is an invariant (intuitively, it should always hold) with the name N. The base logic also
features an update modality E |⇛E annotated with two masks E and E ′ which are sets of invariant
′
′
names. We write |⇛E as a shorthand for E |⇛E and write 𝑃 E ≡∗E 𝑄 as a shorthand for 𝑃 −∗ E |⇛E 𝑄.
′
Furthermore, we write ⊤ for the mask that includes all invariant names. The proposition E |⇛E 𝑃
holds if 𝑃 holds after updating resources and accessing/creating invariants under two conditions:
′
(1) all invariants in E can be used to establish 𝑃,
 and (2) all invariants in E should hold afterwards.
The deﬁnition of weakest precondition wp E 𝑒 𝛷 is parameterized by a mask E indicating which
invariants can be accessed during the proof. Our deﬁnition of weakest preconditions, just like
weakest preconditions in Iris, allow invariants to be opened only for the duration of an atomic
step.
Updating the State of the Model. The following inference rule allows the state of the model to be
updated during execution of atomic operations.
aneris-wp-atomic-take-step

𝛿 ⇀M 𝛿 ′
Atomic(𝑒)
𝑒 ∉ Val


′
Model◦ (𝛿) ∗ wp E hip; 𝑒i 𝑥 . Model◦ (𝛿 ) −∗ 𝛷 (𝑥) ⊢ wp E hip; 𝑒i 𝑥 . 𝛷 (𝑥)

This rule essentially says that to prove a weakest precondition for the atomic operation 𝑒 with a
postcondition that follows when the model state is 𝛿 ′ , it suﬃces to show that the current state 𝛿
can take a step to reach 𝛿 ′ . Note how this rule requires the program to take a single step: it needs to
be atomic, so it takes at most a single step, and it is not a value, hence, according to the deﬁnition
weakest preconditions, it must take a step.
A Minimal Example. Figure 1 shows a simple example (without distribution). The example is
contrived, yet, it demonstrates our methodology for proving program reﬁnements: we use invariants to relate the state of the program to the state of the model and subsequently, as we will see
in the next section, use the adequacy theorem of Trillium to show the desired reﬁnement relation.
The program ﬁrst allocates a fresh location ℓ with initial value 0 and subsequently, in two concurrently running threads, enters an inﬁnite loop that tries to increment ℓ using the compare-and-set
(cas) command. Note how the allocation of the reference is marked with a label 𝑠, which allows
us to refer to ℓ when we look at the execution trace. Such allocation events are useful to address
the following issue. We would like to express a reﬁnement relationship between the program and
the model shown in the ﬁgure. Intuitively this reﬁnement should say that the values stored in ℓ
are the same as the states of the model. However, the location ℓ is not allocated at the beginning
and hence we cannot refer to it formally—we do not even know what the concrete location will
be, since our operational semantics permits it to be nondeterministically chosen. This is where
our notion of events comes to the rescue! In Aneris we have a predicate AllocEvs𝑠 (evs), which
intuitively means that evs is the list of allocation steps labeled by 𝑠 that have taken place so far. In
particular, we have the following rule:
AllocEvs𝑠 (evs) ∗ eventSI(𝜏) ⊢ TraceAllocs𝑠 (𝜏) = evs
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where TraceAllocs𝑠 is a function that maps an execution trace to the list of its allocation steps
labeled by 𝑠. To establish a reﬁnement relation between the program and the model we use the
following invariant, assuming that the code runs on a node with IP address ip:
(AllocEvs𝑠 ( []) ∗ IncrLoc • (None) ∗ Model◦ (0)) ∨


incrInv , ∃ℓ, 𝑛. AllocEvs𝑠 ( [allocated (ℓ)]) ∗
IncrLoc • (Some(ℓ)) ∗ ℓ ↦→ip 𝑛 ∗ Model◦ (𝑛)

Nincr

This invariant states that either there has been no allocation with label 𝑠, in which case the model
has value 0, or there has been exactly one location 𝑙 allocated with label 𝑠, and its value is exactly
the value corresponding to the state of the model. The predicate IncrLoc • s and IncrLoc ◦ are
used for tracking whether the location has been allocated or not—we will see how below. These
predicates satisfy the following rules:
incr-loc-create

incr-loc-agree

|⇛E IncrLoc • (None) ∗ IncrLoc ◦ (None)

IncrLoc • (𝑎) ∗ IncrLoc ◦ (𝑏) ⊢ 𝑎 = 𝑏

incr-loc-update

IncrLoc • (None) ∗ IncrLoc ◦ (None) ≡∗E IncrLoc • (Some(ℓ)) ∗ IncrLoc ◦ (Some(ℓ))
In these rules the update modality has an arbitrary mask as the rules do not interact with invariants
and simply manipulate resources.
There are two points that need to be established about this example: (1) that we can prove the
desired Hoare triple below, and (2) that proving this Hoare triple allows us to conclude that the program reﬁnes the model (discussed in the next section). For now, let us assume that at the beginning
the invariant above is established and we have IncrLoc ◦ (None). We then prove that the following
weakest precondition holds (the postcondition is False as the program loops indeﬁnitely):

{incrInv ∗ IncrLoc ◦ (None) } hip;

let 𝑙

= ref h𝑠i 0 in fork (incr _loop 𝑙) ; incr _loop 𝑙i {𝑥 . False}

To prove this, reasoning modularly, it suﬃces to show the following:

{incrInv ∗ IncrLoc ◦ (None) } hip;

ref h𝑠i

0i {𝑥 . ∃ℓ. 𝑥 = ℓ ∗ IncrLoc ◦ (Some(ℓ)) }

∀ℓ. {incrInv ∗ IncrLoc ◦ (Some(ℓ)) } hip; incr _loop ℓi {𝑥 . False}

(incr-alloc)
(incr-loop)

We ﬁrst show that (incr-alloc) holds. Since allocation is an atomic step we can access the invariant
and since we have IncrLoc ◦ (None), we can use rule incr-loc-agree to conclude that the right
disjunct cannot hold. Hence we obtain AllocEvs𝑠 ( []), IncrLoc • (None), and Model◦ (0). After
the allocation operation we get a freshly allocated location ℓ for which we have ℓ ↦→ip 0 and
AllocEvs𝑠 ( [allocated (ℓ)]). This is by an application of the following rule wp-alloc-with-label in
Aneris (for comparison, wp-alloc-without-label is for allocations without labels):
wp-alloc-with-label

{AllocEvs𝑠 (evs) }
hip;

ref h𝑠i

𝑣i

{𝑥 . ∃ℓ, 𝑥 = ℓ ∗ ℓ ↦→ip 𝑣 ∗ AllocEvs𝑠 (evs++[allocated (ℓ)]) }

wp-alloc-without-label

{True}
hip;

ref 𝑣i

{𝑥 . ∃ℓ, 𝑥 = ℓ ∗ ℓ ↦→ip 𝑣 }

where ++ is the list append operation. At this point in the proof we use the rule incr-loc-update to
obtain IncrLoc • (Some(ℓ)) and IncrLoc ◦ (Some(ℓ)) which allows us to reestablish the invariant
by proving the right disjunct and prove the post condition.
By Löb induction (the proof principle used for reasoning about recursive functions), the proof
of (incr-loop) boils down to showing that the Hoare triple (incr-loop) holds for the body of the
loop. The body of the loop essentially consists of two operations: loading ℓ and the cas operation.
Both of these operations are atomic and hence we can open invariants around them and since
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we have IncrLoc ◦ (Some(ℓ)) we can exclude the left disjunct of the invariant. Furthermore, the
load operation does not change the value of ℓ and it is trivial to reestablish the invariant after
the load operation. The cas operation, on the other hand, can have two diﬀerent outcomes: either it succeeds in updating the value of ℓ or it fails, and the value of ℓ remains unchanged. In
the latter case the invariant can trivially be reestablished. In case the cas operation actually succeeds, the value of ℓ is incremented by 1 and hence, since cas is atomic, and not a value, the rule
aneris-wp-atomic-take-step applies and we can update the state of the model in order to reestablish
the invariant.
2.3

Adequacy of Trillium and Possibly-Infinite Traces.

The adequacy theorem of Trillium states that if a weakest precondition holds, then any historysensitive reﬁnement relation that can be shown to hold inside Iris, also holds between the program
and the model outside Iris (in the meta-theory, i.e., in Coq in practice). The adequacy theorem
involves a technical condition: we require that the user-deﬁned relation ValidEvolution is a ﬁnitary
relation, i.e., that the set {𝛿 | ValidEvolution(𝜏, 𝜇, 𝜎, 𝛿)} is ﬁnite, for any 𝜏, 𝜇, and 𝜎. This condition
is necessary as the underlying model of the base logic of Iris is step-indexed over the natural
numbers (see the discussion after the explanation of the theorem).
Theorem 2.1 (Adeqacy). Let 𝑒 be a program, 𝜎 be a state of the program, and 𝛷 be an Iris
predicate on values. Let 𝛿 be an auxiliary state. Let 𝜉 be a binary relation relating execution traces to
traces of the model and suppose that the user-deﬁned relation ValidEvolution is a ﬁnitary relation. If
the following is provable in Iris

|⇛⊤ SysWP ∗ StateInterp((𝑒; 𝜎), 𝛿) ∗ wp⊤ 𝑒 𝛷 ∗ AlwaysHolds (𝜉)
then Ref 𝜉 ( [(𝑒, 𝜎)] tr , [𝛿] tr ) holds outside Iris. Here, SysWP and AlwaysHolds (𝜉) are Iris predicates
whereas Ref 𝜉 is a predicate in the meta-theory; they are deﬁned as follows:
SysWP , ∀𝜏, 𝜇, 𝜎, 𝜎 ′ . state (last (𝜏)) = 𝜎 ∧ 𝜎 →sys 𝜎 ′ ⇒
StateInterp(𝜏, 𝜇) ≡∗⊤
∃𝛿. ValidEvolution(𝜏, 𝜇, updatest (𝜎 ′, last (𝜏)), 𝛿) ∗
StateInterp(𝜏 ::tr updatest (𝜎 ′, last (𝜏)), 𝜇 ::tr 𝛿)
AlwaysHolds (𝜉) , ∀𝜏, 𝜇. first (𝜏) = (𝑒; 𝜎) ∗ first (𝜇) = 𝛿 ∗
∀𝜏 ′, 𝜇 ′, c ′, 𝛿 ′ . 𝜏 = 𝜏 ′ ::tr c ′ ∧ 𝜇 = 𝜇 ′ ::tr 𝛿 ′ ⇒
ValidEvolution(𝜏 ′, 𝜇 ′, c ′, 𝛿 ′ ) ∧ 𝜉 (𝜏 ′, 𝜇 ′ )

!

∗

StateInterp(𝜏, 𝜇) ∗
∀𝑒 1 , . . . , 𝑒𝑛 , 𝜎. last (𝜏) = (𝑒 1 , . . . , 𝑒𝑛 ; 𝜎) ⇒
©
ª
 (∀1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛. 𝑒𝑖 ∈ Val ∨ reducible (𝑒𝑖 , 𝜎)) ∧ ®

®
(𝑒
∈
Val
⇒
𝛷
(𝑒
))
1
1
«
¬
⊤ ∅
≡∗ 𝜉 (𝜏, 𝜇)

Ref 𝜉 is deﬁned as the greatest ﬁxpoint (i.e., a coinductive deﬁnition) of the following equation:
Ref 𝜉 (𝜏, 𝜇) = 𝜉 (𝜏, 𝜇) ∧ ∀c. last (𝜏) →tp c ⇒
∃𝛿. ValidEvolution(𝜏, 𝜇, c, 𝛿) ∧ Ref 𝜉 (𝜏 ::tr c, 𝜇 ::tr 𝛿)
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This theorem essentially says that we have a history-sensitive reﬁnement relation between the
execution trace and the auxiliary trace for the initial (singleton) traces, if we establish the following:
(1) SysWP : System steps preserve our representation of resources (StateInterp) and our reﬁnement with the auxiliary trace (ValidEvolution).
(2) AlwaysHolds (𝜉): At any point during the execution of the program, i.e., given any execution
trace 𝜏 and any auxiliary trace 𝜇 that start in the initial conﬁguration (𝑒; 𝜎) and the initial
auxiliary state 𝛿, we can prove 𝜉 (𝜏, 𝜇) assuming that the following holds:
(a) If 𝜏 and 𝜇 are results of taking steps (i.e., they are not just the singleton initial traces), then
𝜉 holds for the traces up to before the very last step and the last step has been a valid step
according to ValidEvolution,
(b) The state interpretation holds for 𝜏 and 𝜇, and
(c) Non of the threads at the current execution point (last (𝜏)) are stuck, and if the ﬁrst thread
(corresponding to 𝑒) has terminated to a value, then the postcondition 𝛷 holds for it.
We will explain how this theorem is used below. The only caveat in this theorem is the side condition that ValidEvolution must be ﬁnitary. This condition is necessary because the underlying
model of the base logic of Iris is step-indexed over the natural numbers, which means that existentially quantiﬁed predicates inside Iris do not correspond to existentially quantiﬁed predicates
outside of Iris, unless the domain of the existential quantiﬁer is ﬁnite (here the new auxiliary state
is existentially quantiﬁed in the deﬁnition of weakest preconditions). The ﬁniteness side condition is a standard technique to work around this limitation [Tassarotti et al. 2017]. Note that the
condition does not restrict the properties we can transport along a reﬁnement; in §4 and §5 we
will see examples of how we can transfer liveness properties (fairness, termination, and eventual
consistency) along reﬁnements. One possible approach to avoid the ﬁniteness condition is to use
the recently proposed Transﬁnite Iris [Spies et al. 2021] as the base logic. However, it is not obvious that one can carry out our development in Transﬁnite Iris, since Transﬁnite Iris does not
include all of the basic reasoning principles of standard Iris (in particular, Transﬁnite Iris lacks
commutation rules for the later modality).
Reﬁnements for Inﬁnite Executions. Ref 𝜉 is deﬁned by a coinductive deﬁnition and says that for
any step taken by the program there is an auxiliary state by which we can extend the auxiliary
trace such that the extended traces satisfy 𝜉. Therefore, given an inﬁnite execution of the program
we should be able to obtain an inﬁnite auxiliary trace such that all corresponding ﬁnite preﬁxes
are related. This is precisely what the following theorem states. In this theorem, as well as the rest
of this paper, whenever we speak of predicates over a possibly-inﬁnite execution/possibly-inﬁnite
trace, we mean predicates on pairs of traces: one ﬁnite trace, corresponding intuitively to the trace
up to now, and a possibly-inﬁnite trace, corresponding to the rest of the execution. For instance,
the following coinductive predicate describes what we call a valid inﬁnite execution (similar to
ValidExec for ﬁnite execution traces):
ValidInfExec (𝜏, 𝜏)
¥ , (ValidExec (𝜏) ∧ 𝜏¥ = nil ) ∨
(∃c, 𝜏¥′ . ValidExec (𝜏) ∧ last (𝜏) →tp c ∧ 𝜏¥ = c :: 𝜏¥′ ∧ ValidInfExec (𝜏 ::tr c, 𝜏¥′ ))
We deﬁne a reﬁnement relation between possibly-inﬁnite execution traces and auxiliary traces as
a coinductive deﬁnition as follows:
InfRef 𝜉 (𝜏, 𝜇, 𝜏,
¥ 𝜇)
¥ , (𝜉 (𝜏, 𝜇) ∧ 𝜏¥ = nil ∧ 𝜇¥ = nil ) ∨
(∃c, 𝛿, 𝜏¥′, 𝜇¥′ . 𝜏¥ = c :: 𝜏¥′ ∧ 𝜇¥ = 𝛿 :: 𝜇¥′ ∧ 𝜉 (𝜏 ′, 𝜇 ′ ) ∧ InfRef 𝜉 (𝜏 ::tr c, 𝜇 ::tr 𝛿, 𝜏¥′, 𝜇¥′ ))
This deﬁnition essentially states that all ﬁnite preﬁxes satisfy 𝜉.
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Theorem 2.2 (Possibly-Infinite Refinement). Let 𝜏, 𝜇 be traces, and 𝜉 be a relation such that
Ref 𝜉 (𝜏, 𝜇) holds. Furthermore, let 𝜏¥ be a possibly-inﬁnite trace such that ValidInfExec (𝜏, 𝜏)
¥ holds.
Then there exists a possibly-inﬁnite auxiliary trace 𝜇¥ such that InfRef Ref 𝜉 (𝜏, 𝜇, 𝜏,
¥ 𝜇)
¥ holds.
Adequacy for AnerisLang: The Minimal Example Revisited. The adequacy theorem for Trillium
instantiated with AnerisLang is a simple corollary of the adequacy theorem above and very close
to it; hence we will elide it here. The only diﬀerence is that SysWP is proven once and for all
and hence not part of the adequacy theorem. Furthermore, the weakest precondition is required
to hold only under the assumption that all network resources have been instantiated, e.g., socket
protocols for globally-ﬁxed sockets, and that we know that there are initially no (allocation, send,
or receive) events. This is because the network and event resources are initialized once and for all
as part of the adequacy theorem of Aneris. Given this adequacy theorem for Aneris we can prove
that the program and the model in Figure 1 are related using Ref 𝜉 incr where 𝜉 incr is the following
relation:
𝜉 incr (𝜏, 𝜇) , (TraceAllocs𝑠 (𝜏) = [] ∧ ∀𝑖 < length (𝜇). get (𝑖, 𝜇) = 0) ∨
∃ℓ, 𝑛. TraceAllocs𝑠 (𝜏) = [allocated (ℓ)] ∧
ª
©
 Heap (ip, get (𝑖, last (𝜏))) (ℓ) = 𝑛 ∧ last (𝜇) = 𝑛∧
®
 
®

 ∀𝑖 < length (𝜏). ℓ ∈ dom(Heap (ip, get (𝑖, 𝜏))) ⇒
®
®

®

∧

®
∃𝑚 ≤ 𝑛. Heap (ip, get (𝑖, 𝜏)) (ℓ) = 𝑚 ∧ get (𝑖, 𝜇) = 𝑚

®
« ∀𝑚 ≤ 𝑛. ∃𝑖 < length (𝜏). ∃𝑚 ≤ 𝑛. Heap (ip, get (𝑖, 𝜏) (ℓ)) = 𝑚 ∧ get (𝑖, 𝜇) = 𝑚 ¬
This relation says one of the following cases holds:
• No location with label 𝑠 has been allocated and the model trace consists of 0’s.
• The location ℓ is the only location allocated with label 𝑠 and there is a number 𝑛 such that:
– The current values of the heap at ℓ and the model are exactly 𝑛.
– Whenever, in the past, ℓ is allocated, i.e., it is in the domain of the heap, both the value of
ℓ as well as the value of the model are some 𝑚 ≤ 𝑛.
– For any value 𝑚 ≤ 𝑛 there is a point in the past where the value of ℓ and the model are
both exactly 𝑚.
In other words, it captures precisely the reﬁnement relation would we expect.
To show that Ref 𝜉 incr holds for the initial (singleton) program and model traces we need to
show that we can satisfy the requirements of the adequacy theorem. Note that the ValidEvolution
relation in this case is trivially ﬁnitary: the new model state is either the same as the last state
or it has been incremented by one. Hence, we only need to show that the weakest precondition
and AlwaysHolds (𝜉 incr ) hold. The former is straightforward as we only need to establish the
precondition of the Hoare triple that we discussed earlier. This can be easily done by allocating
location tracking resources IncrLoc • (None) and IncrLoc ◦ (None) using the rule incr-loc-create
and allocating the invariant. Hence, we only need to show AlwaysHolds (𝜉 incr ). However, 𝜉 incr
simply holds for the initial traces as the left disjunct trivially applies. Otherwise, we need to
show 𝜉 incr (𝜏, 𝜇) such that 𝜏 = 𝜏 ′ ::tr c and 𝜇 = 𝜇 ′ ::tr 𝛿. However, according to the deﬁnition of AlwaysHolds, we know 𝜉 incr (𝜏 ′, 𝜇 ′ ) and that 𝛿 = last (𝜇) ∨ 𝛿 = last (𝜇) + 1 (because of
ValidEvolution in AlwaysHolds). These facts, together with the fact that the invariant and the state
interpretation imply that the value of ℓ is equal to 𝛿 allow us to prove that 𝜉 incr (𝜏, 𝜇).
3

REFINEMENT OF TLA+ SPECIFICATIONS

In the following, we show how to establish our reﬁnement relation between implementations of
two classical distributed algorithms, two-phase commit and single-decree Paxos (SDP), and their
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TLA+ models. As simple corollaries of the reﬁnement relation and our adequacy theorems we establish using the same modular speciﬁcation (1) that clients are safe, i.e., they do not crash, (2) a
formal proof that the AnerisLang implementation correctly implements the protocol speciﬁcation,
and (3) correctness of the implementation by leveraging already-established correctness properties
of the models. Both the TLA+ speciﬁcation of transaction commit and the TLA+ speciﬁcation of single-decree
can also be found in the oﬃcial TLA+ -examples repository on GitHub.
Due to space constraints, we omit network-related Aneris resources and focus on the core parts
of showing the reﬁnement. Both the implementation, model, and reﬁnement (with network resources) for the two-phase commit protocol can be found in the Appendix. The development follows the same methodology as for the Paxos algorithm which we describe below.
3.1 Single-Decree Paxos
The Paxos algorithm [Lamport 1998, 2001] is a consensus protocol and its single-decree version
allows a set of distributed nodes to reach agreement on a single value by communicating through
message-passing over an unreliable network.
In SDP, each node in the system adopts one or more of the roles of either proposer, acceptor,
or learner. A value is chosen when a learner learns that a quorum (e.g., a majority) of acceptors
have accepted a value proposed by some proposer. The algorithm works in two phases: in the ﬁrst
phase, a proposer tries to convince a quorum of acceptors to promise that they will later accept
its value. If it succeeds, it continues to the second phase where it asks the acceptors to fulﬁll
their promise and accept its value. To satisfy the safety requirements of consensus, each attempt
to decide a value is distinguished with a unique totally-ordered round number or ballot. Each
acceptor stores its current ballot and the last value it might have accepted, if any. Acceptors will
only give a promise to proposers with a ballot grater than their current one, and in that case they
switch to the proposer’s ballot; proposers only propose values that ensure consistency, if chosen.
By observing that a quorum of acceptors have accepted a value for the same ballot, learners will
learn that a value has been chosen. We refer to Lamport [2001] for an elaborate textual description
of the protocol.
Model. The TLA+ model of SDP is summarized in Figure 2. The model is parameterized over
a set of acceptors, Acceptor, and a type of values, Value, among which values are chosen. The
state of the model consists of a set of sent messages S ∈ 𝒫(PaxosMessage) and two maps B :
Acceptor → Option(Ballot) and V : Acceptor → Option(Ballot × Value) that for each acceptor
record the greatest ballot promise and the last accepted value together with its ballot, respectively.
The message type is deﬁned using a datatype-like notation as
PaxosMessage , msg1a(𝑏) | msg1b(𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑜) | msg2a(𝑏, 𝑣) | msg2b(𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑣)
where 𝑎 ∈ Acceptor, 𝑏 ∈ Ballot, 𝑣 ∈ Value, and 𝑜 ∈ Option(Ballot × Value).
The SDP-Phase1a transition adds a msg1a(𝑏) message to the set of sent messages; this corresponds to the proposer asking the acceptors to not accept values for ballots smaller than 𝑏. If a
msg1a(𝑏) message has been sent and 𝑏 is greater than acceptor 𝑎’s current ballot B (𝑎) then the
SDP-Phase1b transition updates 𝑎’s state and sends a msg1b(𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑜) message where 𝑜 is 𝑎’s last accepted value, if any. This corresponds to an acceptor responding to a proposer’s promise request.
The second phase is initiated using the SDP-Phase2a transition that corresponds to the proposer
proposing a value 𝑣 for ballot 𝑏 by sending a msg2a(𝑏, 𝑣) message. However, the transition can
only be made if no value has previously been proposed for ballot 𝑏 and if a quorum 𝑄 of acceptors
exists such that the ShowsSafeAt (S, 𝑄, 𝑏, 𝑣) predicate holds; this predicate is at the heart of the
Paxos algorithm. Intuitively, the predicate holds if all acceptors in 𝑄 have promised not to accept
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𝑄1𝑏𝑣 (S, 𝑄, 𝑏) , {𝑚 ∈ S | ∃𝑎, 𝑣. 𝑚 = msg1b(𝑎, 𝑏, Some(𝑣)) ∧ 𝑎 ∈ 𝑄 }
HavePromised (S, 𝑄, 𝑏) , ∀𝑎 ∈ 𝑄. ∃𝑚 ∈ S, 𝑜. 𝑚 = msg1b(𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑜)
IsMaxVote (S, 𝑄, 𝑏, 𝑣) , ∃𝑚 0 ∈ 𝑄1𝑏𝑣 (S, 𝑄, 𝑏), 𝑎 0 , 𝑏 0 . 𝑚 = msg1b(𝑎 0 , 𝑏, Some(𝑏 0, 𝑣))∧
∀𝑚 ′ ∈ 𝑄1𝑏𝑣 (S, 𝑄, 𝑏).
∃𝑎 ′, 𝑏 ′, 𝑣 ′ . 𝑚 ′ = msg1b(𝑎 ′, 𝑏, Some(𝑏 ′, 𝑣 ′ )) ∧ 𝑏 0 ≥ 𝑏 ′
ShowsSafeAt (S, 𝑄, 𝑏, 𝑣) , HavePromised (S, 𝑄, 𝑏) ∧
(𝑄1𝑏𝑣 (S, 𝑄, 𝑏) = ∅ ∨ IsMaxVote (S, 𝑄, 𝑏, 𝑣))
SDP-Phase1a

S, B, V ⇀SDP S ∪ {msg1a(𝑏)} , B, V
SDP-Phase1b

msg1a(𝑏) ∈ S

𝑏 > B (𝑎)

V (𝑎) = 𝑜

S, B, V ⇀SDP S ∪ {msg1b(𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑜)} , B [𝑎 ↦→ Some(𝑏)], V
SDP-Phase2a

𝑣 ′ . msg2a(𝑏, 𝑣 ′ ) ∈ S

Quorum (𝑄)

ShowsSafeAt (S, 𝑄, 𝑏, 𝑣)

S, B, V ⇀SDP S ∪ {msg2a(𝑏, 𝑣)} , B, V
SDP-Phase2b

msg2a(𝑏, 𝑣) ∈ S

𝑏 ≥ B (𝑎)

S, B, V ⇀SDP S ∪ {msg2b(𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑣)} , B [𝑎 ↦→ Some(𝑏)], V [𝑎 ↦→ Some(𝑏, 𝑣)]
Fig. 2. TLA+ specification of single-decree Paxos (SDP).

values for any ballot less than 𝑏 (HavePromised (S, 𝑄, 𝑏)) and either none of the acceptors have
accepted any value for all ballots less than 𝑏 or 𝑣 is the value of the largest ballot that acceptors
from 𝑄 have accepted. Following the SDP-Phase2b transition, acceptor 𝑎 may accept a proposal for
value 𝑣 and ballot 𝑏 by sending a msg2b(𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑣) message and updating its state to reﬂect this fact.
A value 𝑣 has been chosen when a quorum of acceptors have sent a msg2b(𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑣) message for
some ballot 𝑏:
Chosen (S, 𝑣) , ∃𝑏, 𝑄. Quorum (𝑄) ∧ ∀𝑎 ∈ 𝑄. msg2b(𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑣) ∈ S
As follows from the theorem below, it is not possible for the protocol to choose two diﬀerent values
at the same time and it solves the consensus problem.
Theorem 3.1 (Consistency, SDP). Let 𝜄 SDP = (∅, 𝜆_. None, 𝜆_. None). If 𝜄 SDP ⇀∗SDP (S, B, V)
and both Chosen (S, 𝑣 1 ) and Chosen (S, 𝑣 2 ) hold then 𝑣 1 = 𝑣 2 .
Implementation. Listing 1 and Listing 2 show implementations in AnerisLang of the acceptor and
proposer roles, respectively. The learner implementation and utility functions such as recv_promises
and find_max_promise are found in the Appendix.
The acceptor implementation receives as a input a set of learner socket addresses and an address to communicate on. It creates a fresh socket, binds it to the address, and allocates two local
references to keep track of its current ballot and last accepted value. In a loop, it listens for the two
diﬀerent kind of messages that it may receive from the proposers. Given a phase one message, it
only considers the message if the ballot is greater than its current ballot in which case it responds
with its last accepted value. Given a phase two message, it only considers the message if the ballot
is greater than or equal to its current ballot in which case it accepts the value and broadcasts the
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Listing 1. Acceptor implementation.

Listing 2. Proposer implementation.

let acceptor learners addr =
let skt = socket () in
socketbind skt addr;
let maxBal = ref None in
let maxVal = ref None in
let rec loop () =
let (m, sndr) = receivefrom skt in
match acceptor_deser m with
| inl bal =>
if !maxBal = None ||
Option.get !maxBal < bal then
maxBal <- Some bal;
sendto skt
(proposer_ser (bal, !maxVal)) sndr
else ()
| inr (bal, v) =>
if !maxBal = None ||
Option.get !maxBal <= bal then
maxBal <- Some bal;
maxVal <- Some accept;
sendto_all skt learners
(learner_ser (bal, v))
else ()
end; loop () in loop ()

let proposer acceptors skt bal v =
sendto_all skt acceptors
(acceptor_ser (inl bal));
let majority =
(Set.cardinal acceptors) / 2 + 1 in
let promises =
recv_promises skt majority bal in
let max_promise =
find_max_promise promises in
let av = Option.value max_promise v in
sendto_all skt acceptors
(acceptor_ser (inr (bal, av)))

Listing 3. Client implementation.
let client addr =
let skt = socket () in
socketbind skt addr;
let (m1, sndr1) = receivefrom skt in
let (_, v1) = client_deser m1 in
let (m2, _) = wait_receivefrom skt
(fun (_, sndr2), sndr2 <> sndr1) in
let (_, v2) = client_deser m2 in
assert (v1 = v2); v1.

fact to all the learners. The learner implementation (see the Appendix) simply waits for such a
message for the same ballot from a majority of acceptors.
The proposer implementation receives as input a set of acceptor socket addresses, a bound
socket, a ballot number and a value to (possibly) propose in the ballot. First phase is initiated
by sending a message to all the acceptors and after receiving a response from a majority of the
acceptors it continues to the second phase. In the second phase it picks the value of the maximum
ballot among the responses; if no such value exist, it picks its own. The candidate is ﬁnally sent to
all acceptors.
Note that this proposer implementation only proposes a value for a single ballot; typically, proposers will issue new ballots when learning that no decision has been reached due to messages
being dropped or nodes crashing. Moreover, it is crucial that proposers do not issue proposals for
the same ballot. In our Coq formalization, proposer 𝑝 repeatedly issues new ballots of the form
{𝑘 |Proposer| + 𝑝 | 𝑘 ∈ N} by keeping track of the last issued 𝑘 in a local reference.
3.2

Consensus by Refinement

To show that the SDP implementation reﬁnes the SDP model we would instantiate the Aneris logic
with the model but this model is not ﬁnitary and the adequacy theorem would not hold: the
SDP-Phase1a and SDP-Phase2a transitions can be made for any ballot 𝑏 ∈ Ballot and Ballot is a
countably inﬁnite set. However, the actual proposer implementation does not issue ballots nondeterministically as ballots are issued based on a local counter as described above. By adding this
information at the model level we obtain a ﬁnitary model. Concretely, we lift the SDP model to
 that in addition to the state of SDP also keeps a map of counters C ∈ Proposer → N as part
SDP
of its state and restricts the issued ballots to be derived from the counter; the Appendix contains
the full deﬁnition. Importantly, this model is ﬁnitary an reﬁnes the SDP model in the following
sense:
∗
∗
Lemma 3.2. Let 𝜄 SDP
 = (𝜆_. 0, 𝜄 SDP ). If 𝜄 SDP
 ⇀  (C, 𝛿) then 𝜄 SDP ⇀SDP 𝛿
SDP
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We instantiate the Aneris logic with the lifted model; the key part of the proof is to keep the
Model◦ (C, 𝛿) resource in a global invariant that ties together the model state and the physical state
with enough information to verify the implementation and for the adequacy theorem (Theorem 2.1)
to be strong enough for proving our ﬁnal correctness theorem (Corollary 3.3). Under this invariant
we will modularly verify each Paxos role and each component in isolation.
To state the invariant, we use three kinds of resources corresponding to:
(1) sets of messages with predicates Msgs • (S) and Msgs ◦ (𝑚) such that
Msgs • (S) ∗ Msgs ◦ (𝑚) ⊢ 𝑚 ∈ S, (2) maps, e.g., with predicates MaxBal • (B) and MaxBal ◦ (𝑎, 𝑏)
such that MaxBal • (B) ∗ MaxBal ◦ (𝑎, 𝑏) ⊢ B (𝑎) = 𝑏, and (3) ballots with predicates pending(𝑏)
and shot(𝑏, 𝑣) such that pending(𝑏) ∗ shot(𝑏, 𝑣) ⊢ False, pending(𝑏) ∗ pending(𝑏) ⊢ False,
pending(𝑏) ≡∗E shot(𝑏, 𝑣), and shot(𝑏, 𝑣 1 ) ∗ shot(𝑏, 𝑣 2 ) ⊢ 𝑣 1 = 𝑣 2 . Equipped with these resource we
can state the invariant:
𝐼 SDP , ∃C, S, B, V. Model◦ (C, (S, B, V)) ∗ Msgs • (S) ∗ MaxBal • (B) ∗ MaxVal • (V) ∗

NSDP

Ctr • (C) ∗ BalCoh (S) ∗ MsgCoh (S)
The ﬁrst part of the invariant ties the current state of the model to its logical authoritative
counterparts which means that by owning a fragmental part you own a piece of the model: e.g., by
owning MaxBal ◦ (𝑎, 𝑏) you may open the invariant and conclude B (𝑎) = 𝑏 where B is the current
map of ballots. Intuitively, we will give acceptor 𝑎 exclusive ownership of the parts of the model
that should correspond to its local state (through resources MaxBal ◦ (𝑎, 𝑏) and MaxVal ◦ (𝑎, 𝑜)) and
similarly for proposer 𝑝 (through Ctr ◦ (𝑝, 𝑘)). Similarly, by owning Msgs ◦ (𝑚) you may conclude
that the message 𝑚 has in fact been added to the set of messages in the model; this predicate we
will transfer along when sending physical messages corresponding to 𝑚.
In the last part of the invariant, the BalCoh (S) predicate simply requires that if msg2a(𝑏, 𝑣) ∈ S
then shot(𝑏, 𝑣) holds. This implies that by owning pending(𝑏) you are the only entity that may propose a value for ballot 𝑏 and it may never change. The MsgCoh (S) predicate ties the physical state
of the program to the model using Aneris-speciﬁc predicates for tracking the state of the network.
This, for instance, forces acceptors and proposers to also add to the model state S any message
they send over the network. Hence, to verify a proposer or an acceptor, the proof must open the
invariant, use aneris-wp-atomic-take-step to take a step in the model, and update the corresponding logical resources to close the invariant. Following this methodology, we give speciﬁcations of
the following shape to the proposer and acceptor components:

{𝐼 SDP ∗ MaxBal ◦ (𝑎, None) ∗ MaxBal ◦ (𝑎, None) ∗ . . . } h𝑖𝑝;

{𝐼 SDP ∗ Ctr ◦ (𝑝, 𝑘) ∗ pending(𝑏) ∗ . . . } h𝑖𝑝;

proposer 𝐴 𝑠𝑘𝑡

acceptor 𝐿

𝑎i {False}

𝑏 𝑣i {True}

omitting Aneris-speciﬁc network connectives in the precondition; the postcondition for acceptor
may be False as it does not terminate. We give a similar speciﬁcation to the learner. Working in a
modular program logic, we compose these speciﬁcations to prove both safety and the reﬁnement
relation for an arbitrary distributed system consisting of 𝑛 proposers, 𝑚 acceptors, and 𝑘 learners.
Given the reﬁnement relation for the full system, we can state and prove that the consistency
property holds for all executions of the system. Let
ChosenI (M, 𝑣) , ∃𝑏, 𝑄. Quorum (𝑄) ∧ ∀𝑎 ∈ 𝑄. ∃𝑚 ∈ M. 𝑚 ∼ msg2b(𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑣)
where M is a set of physical messages and 𝑚 ∼ 𝑀 holds when 𝑚 is a serialized message corresponding to 𝑀. By picking a trace relation 𝜉 SDP that requires messages in the model to correspond
to messages in the program state (as implied by MsgCoh (S)):
𝜉 SDP (𝜏, 𝜇) , ∃S. last (𝜇) = (_, (S, _, _)) ∧ Messages (last (𝜏)) ∼ S
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we combine the adequacy theorem (Theorem 2.1) with our lifting lemma (Lemma 3.2) and model
correctness theorem (Theorem 3.1) to obtain the following corollary that only talks about the
execution of the SDP implementation.
Corollary 3.3. Let 𝑒 be the distributed system obtained by composing 𝑛 proposers, 𝑚 acceptors,
and 𝑘 learners. For any 𝑇 and 𝜎, if (𝑒; ∅) ։∗ (𝑇 ; 𝜎) and both ChosenI (Messages (𝜎), 𝑣 1 ) and
ChosenI (Messages (𝜎), 𝑣 2 ) hold then 𝑣 1 = 𝑣 2 .
Verifying Functional Correctness of Clients. Recall from the Introduction that our instantiation of
Trillium to AnerisLang is an extension of Aneris. This also means that the original safety adequacy
theorem of the Aneris logic still holds: by proving a Hoare triple about a program, the program is
safe, i.e. it does not crash. Listing 3 shows a client application that receives a message from two
diﬀerent Paxos learners and asserts that the two values are equal; if the two values do not agree,
the program crashes. By proving a suitable Hoare triple for the client program, we may compose
a distributed system containing the client together with proposers, acceptors, and learner nodes
and derive a Hoare triple for the full system. Using this single speciﬁcation, we can both show a
consistency theorem like Corollary 3.3 and prove that the distributed system does not crash. See
the accompanying Coq development for more details.
4 SPECIFICATION AND VERIFICATION OF CRDTS USING REFINEMENT
According to the CAP theorem [Brewer 2000] no distributed
Partition
system can, simultaneously, satisfy all the three desired prop- Example Consistency Availability Tolerance
Two-Phase
erties of distributed systems: consistency (all replicas always
X
X
Commit
Paxos
X
X
agree), availability (responsiveness), and partition tolerance
Eventual
CRDT
X
X
Consistency
(can function even if some nodes have crashed/disconnected).
Hence, diﬀerent distributed systems choose to sacriﬁce (part of) one of these three properties. The
table on the right shows these properties for the examples presented in this paper. Conﬂict-free
replicated data types [Shapiro et al. 2011] weaken the consistency of the system to so-called eventual consistency [Vogels 2009], which, loosely speaking, states that all replicas are guaranteed to
be consistent once they have received the same set of updates from other replicas.
In this section we use Trillium to reason about a CRDT called G-Counter (a grow-only replicated
counter). Despite their simplicity, G-Counters illustrate subtle and salient aspects of speciﬁcation
and veriﬁcation of eventual consistency of CRDTs when (a) it is done fully formally (b) for an actual
implementation including replicas’ intercommunication, (c) along with specifying and proving
node-local functional correctness within the same formal setting (in Aneris and Coq).
Implementation. The implementation of the G-Counter in Figure 3 consists of the following:
• The install method is used to initialize instances of G-Counter on diﬀerent replicas and
returns two methods: query, to read the value, and incr, to increment it.
• The broadcast loop, forked by install, repeatedly sends the local state to other replicas.
• The apply loop, also forked by install, repeatedly updates the local state based on the
states of the other replicas it receives over the network.
The state of G-Counter replicas is a vector (an array), one element for each replica (including
themselves), with the 𝑗 th element of the vector tracking the number of increments performed on
the 𝑗 th replica. Note how the incr method on the 𝑖 th replica increments the 𝑖 th element of the vector,
and the query function returns the sum of the vector. The apply method updates the local state by
taking, for each replica, the maximum value of its current state and the value it has received from
the network—the vect_join_max function computes point-wise maximum of two vectors.
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let install addrlst i s =
let n = List.length addrlst in
let m = ref<s> (vect_mk n 0) in
let sh = socket () in
socketbind sh (List.nth addrlst i);
fork (apply m sh);
fork (broadcast m sh addrlst i);
(query m, incr m i)

let rec incr m i () =
let t = !m in
if cas m t (vect_inc t i)
then ()
else incr m i ()
let query m () = vect_sum !m
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let rec perform_merge m m2 =
let t = !m in
if cas m t (vect_join_max t m2) then ()
else perform_merge m m2
let apply m sh =
let rec loop () =
let (b, _) = receivefrom sh in
let m2 = vect_deserialize b in
perform_merge m m2; loop ()
in loop ()
let broadcast m sh nodes i =
let rec loop () =
let msg = vect_serialize !m in
send_to_all sh msg nodes i; loop ()
in loop ()

Fig. 3. Implementation of a global counter.

Note the inherent node-local concurrency in this implementation; the broadcast and apply
methods running concurrently alongside the client code which invokes increment and query methods. Hence, in this example we use advanced features of Aneris, e.g., support for node-local concurrency. The idea of eventual consistency for G-Counters, which we will make formal later, is
that if at some point no increment operation takes place on any replica, assuming some fairness
properties about the network and scheduling, the states of all replicas will converge.
Functional Correctness. Unsurprisingly, the node-local guarantees that clients can get for querying and incrementing are much weaker than for two-phase commit or Paxos. In the absence of
coordination, the G-Counter merely enforces that each client always observes the eﬀect of its calls
to increment, but the precise value of the counter cannot be known; we only know that it is monotonically increasing. Figure 4 shows the formal speciﬁcations for incr and query that we have
proved and used to prove both safety and eventual consistency of CRDTs and their clients. 6 In
the specs for both methods, the local state of the 𝑖 th replica is represented by an abstract predicate
gcounter(𝑖, 𝑘) where 𝑘 is an under approximation of its current value (the sum of all elements of
the vector).
QuerySpec

{gcounter(𝑖, 𝑘) }
h𝑖𝑝𝑖 ;

query ()i

{𝑚. 𝑘 ≤ 𝑚 ∗ gcounter(𝑖, 𝑚) }

IncrSpec

{gcounter(𝑖, 𝑘) }
h𝑖𝑝𝑖 ;

incr ()i

{ (). ∃𝑚. 𝑘 < 𝑚 ∗ gcounter(𝑖, 𝑚) }

Fig. 4. G-Counter query and increment node-local specification.

4.1

Specifying and Proving Eventual Consistency by Refinement

In this section we show that G-Counter has the eventual consistency property. That is, any execution trace that is network-fair, deﬁned below, and has a stability point, a point after which there
is no increment, also has a convergence point, a point after which all replicas have the same local
state.
6 We omit the spec for install whose postcondition is straightforward (it returns a pair of methods (𝑞𝑟, 𝑖𝑐) that satisfy
the speciﬁcations QuerySpec and IncrSpec respectively), but whose precondition contains network-speciﬁc initialization conditions which are not relevant here, e.g. the address List.nth addrlst i being a pair (𝑖𝑝, 𝑝) where 𝑝 a free port.
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The high-level idea of our proof is as follows: We consider a simple model for G-Counter. We
deﬁne eventual consistency (stability point implies convergence point) for both possibly-inﬁnite
execution traces and possibly-inﬁnite model traces. We show that any possibly-inﬁnite trace of the
model that is model-fair, deﬁned below, is eventually consistent. We show that given a possiblyinﬁnite execution trace and its corresponding model trace, if the model trace is eventually consistent, then so is the execution trace. We prove that any possibly-inﬁnite model trace corresponding
to a possibly-inﬁnite execution trace that satisﬁes network fairness properties is model-fair.
Model and Model Fairness. The state of the model we take for G-Counter with 𝑛 replicas is simply
a vector (of length 𝑛) of vectors (of length 𝑛), i.e. a square matrix. That is, for each replica we
take a vector representing its local state. As expected, the initial state for our model is a square
matrix where all elements are 0. We write 𝜄𝑛GC for this initial state where 𝑛 is the number of GCounter replicas. The model STS has two kids of transitions (Figure 5) corresponding to the two
state-changing operations on G-Counter: incrementing and merging a message received from the
network. The GC-IncrStep transition updates the state 𝛿 such that the 𝑖 th element of the 𝑖 th vector,
𝛿𝑖,𝑖 is incremented. This is precisely what happens in the program during the increment operation.
The GC-ApplyStep transition, on the other hand, updates the 𝑖 th vector to be the result of merging
(point-wise maximum) of the 𝑖 th vector with some vector 𝑣® which is, point-wise, less than (⊑) the
vector for some other (𝑗 th ) replica. The idea is that the vector being merged corresponds to the
state of 𝑗 th replica in the past—the 𝑗 th replica could have been incremented after its state was sent
over the network and before getting merged.
GC-IncrStep

𝛿 →GC 𝛿 [𝑖 ↦→ 𝛿𝑖 [𝑖 ↦→ 𝛿𝑖,𝑖 + 1]]

GC-ApplyStep

𝑣® ⊑ 𝛿 𝑗
𝛿 →GC 𝛿 [𝑖 ↦→ 𝛿𝑖 ⊔ 𝑣®]

Fig. 5. Transition relation for the global counter model.

In order to support simpler and more compact writing we introduce the following notation.
Given a ﬁnite trace 𝑡 and a possibly-inﬁnite trace 𝑡¥, we write Unroll 𝑛 (𝑡, 𝑡¥) for the ﬁnite trace
obtained by taking the ﬁrst 𝑛 elements of 𝑡¥ (if there are 𝑛 elements, otherwise as many as available)
and appending them on 𝑡. As an example, we have Unroll 1 (𝑡, 𝑎 :: 𝑡¥) = 𝑡 ::tr 𝑎. We write Drop 𝑛 for
dropping the ﬁrst 𝑛 elements of a possibly-inﬁnite trace. For example, we have Drop 1 (𝑎 :: 𝑡¥) = 𝑡¥.
We deﬁne fairness for a model trace and a possibly-inﬁnite model trace as follows:
ModelFair (𝜇, 𝜇)
¥ , ∀𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘. ∃𝑘 ′ . last (Unroll 𝑘 (𝜇, 𝜇))
¥ 𝑖 ⊑ last (Unroll 𝑘 ′ (𝜇, 𝜇))
¥ 𝑗
This deﬁnition simply states that for any replicas 𝑖 and 𝑗 , for any number of steps 𝑘, there is a 𝑘 ′
such the vector for replica 𝑗 at step 𝑘 ′ is greater than or equal to the vector for replica 𝑖 at step 𝑘.
In other words, it is always the case that the current state of 𝑖 th replica is eventually merged into
the 𝑗 th replica.7 We deﬁne eventual consistency, stability point, and convergence point as follows:
ModelStab𝑣® (𝜇, 𝜇)
¥ , ∃𝑘. ∀𝑘 ′ . ∀𝑖. last (Unroll 𝑘+𝑘 ′ (𝜇, 𝜇))
¥ 𝑖,𝑖 = 𝑣®𝑖
ModelConv𝑣® (𝜇, 𝜇)
¥ , ∃𝑘. ∀𝑘 ′ . ∀𝑖. last (Unroll 𝑘+𝑘 ′ (𝜇, 𝜇))
¥ 𝑖 = 𝑣®
ModelEvCons ( 𝜇, 𝜇)
¥ , ∀®
𝑣 . ModelStab𝑣® (𝜇, 𝜇)
¥ ⇒ ModelConv𝑣® (𝜇, 𝜇)
¥
The predicate ModelStab𝑣® states that there exists a point 𝑘 after which the diagonal of the state
is exactly 𝑣®. Similarly, the predicate ModelConv𝑣® states that there is a point 𝑘 after which all local
states are exactly 𝑣®.
7 In

the accompanying Coq formalization we mix representation of trace properties using the Unroll and temporal logicstyle modalities, always and eventually which we deﬁne for our notion of traces.
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Theorem 4.1 (Model Eventual Consistency). For all 𝜇 and 𝜇,
¥ if ModelFair (𝜇, 𝜇)
¥ then
ModelEvCons ( 𝜇, 𝜇).
¥
Closed System, Network Fairness, and Eventual Consistency. For the rest of this section we assume
that we have a closed system consisting of a number of nodes where each node runs a client of
G-Counters after initializing a local instance. That is, each node in the system runs a program
let (qr, ic) = install addrlst i i in client𝑖 qr ic

where addrlist is the list of socket addresses of all replicas and client𝑖 is some arbitrary code that
runs on the 𝑖 th node as a client of the G-Counter—note how the label of the allocated location for
the state of the 𝑖 th node is 𝑖. For clients we only assume that they satisfy a Hoare triple where the
precondition requires the query and the increment functions satisfy their specs given in Figure 4.
We write c𝑛GC for the initial conﬁguration of the closed system G-Counters of 𝑛 replicas.
We now proceed to show that any closed system of G-Counters has the eventual consistency
property. As expected from earlier high-level informal proofs [Shapiro et al. 2011], this is based
on a fairness assumption of the network. Since we are considering a concrete implementation
here, we additionally assume some liveness properties of the implementation (including fairness
of schedulers on the diﬀerent nodes in the system), e.g., that a message is eventually received if
the network has not dropped it. The assumptions are as follows:
NetFairSend (𝜏, 𝜏)
¥ , ∀𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑛. ∃𝑘. 𝑛 ≤ length (TraceSends𝑖,𝑗 (Unroll 𝑘 (𝜏, 𝜏)))
¥
NetFairRec (𝜏, 𝜏)
¥ , ∀𝑖, 𝑛. ∃𝑘. 𝑛 ≤ length (TraceRecs𝑖 (Unroll 𝑘 (𝜏, 𝜏)))
¥
NetFairDel (𝜏, 𝜏)
¥ , ∀𝑖, 𝑗, sev, 𝑘. sev ∈ TraceSends𝑖,𝑗 (Unroll 𝑘 (𝜏, 𝜏))
¥ ⇒
∃𝑘 ′, sev ′, rev . same_or_happens_after(sev ′, sev ) ∧ msg (sev ′) = msg (rev ) ∧
sev ′ ∈ TraceSends𝑖,𝑗 (Unroll 𝑘+𝑘 ′ (𝜏, 𝜏))
¥ ∧ rev ∈ TraceRecs 𝑗 (Unroll 𝑘+𝑘 ′ (𝜏, 𝜏))
¥
NetFair (𝜏, 𝜏)
¥ , NetFairSend (𝜏, 𝜏)
¥ ∧ NetFairRec(𝜏, 𝜏)
¥ ∧ NetFairDel (𝜏, 𝜏)
¥
where TraceSends𝑖,𝑗 is the list of all send events from 𝑖 th replica to 𝑗 th replica and TraceRecs𝑖
is the list of all receive events on 𝑖 th replica. The fairness criterion NetFairDel simply says that
for any send event sev from 𝑖 th replica to 𝑗 th replica, there is a send event sev ′ also sent from 𝑖 th
replica to 𝑗 th replica that is received by the 𝑗 th node. Moreover, sev ′ is either the same as sev or
it is sent after it. Note how this deﬁnition allows for messages to be dropped but essentially only
requires that always eventually a message is delivered from any node to any other node.
We deﬁne eventual consistency, stability point, and convergence point for a closed system just
as we deﬁned them for the model; instead of the state of the model we refer to the values stored on
the heap of each replica. However, this is not immediately expressible as at beginning of execution
the memory is not allocated. Hence, we follow an approach similar to example in Figure 1 in §2.
The eventual consistency theorem that we prove about our implementation is as follows:
Theorem 4.2
Consistency).
 Let 𝜏¥ be a possibly-inﬁnite trace such that


 (Eventual
¥ hold. Then there exist 𝑘 ∈ N, 𝜇,
¥ and 𝑛 locations
¥ and NetFair ( c𝑛GC tr , 𝜏)
ValidInfExec ( c𝑛GC tr , 𝜏),
ℓ1, . . . , ℓ𝑛 such that







∀𝑘 ′ . GcMainRel (ℓ1 , . . . , ℓ𝑛 ), Unroll 𝑘+𝑘 ′ c𝑛GC tr , 𝜏¥ , Unroll 𝑘+𝑘 ′ 𝜄𝑛GC tr , 𝜇¥ and





EvConsℓ1,...,ℓ𝑛 Unroll 𝑘 c𝑛GC tr , 𝜏¥ , Drop 𝑘 (𝜏)
¥

This theorem essentially says that there eventually is a point where all replicas have allocated
their locations (part of GcMainRel as explained below) and that as of that point if there is a stability
point, there must also be a convergence point. Intuitively, the relation GcMainRel holds when:
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let rec yes b n = if cas b 1 0 then n := !n-1;
if n > 0 then yes b n
let rec no b m = if cas b 0 1 then m := !m-1;
if m > 0 then yes b m

No

···

No

Yes

𝑚, 1

Yes

𝑚, 0

No
No

𝑚−1, 1

Yes

···

Fig. 7. The model Fyn .

let start k = let b = ref 0 in
(yes b (ref k) || no b (ref k))

Fig. 6. The Yes and No threads.

(1) For any 𝑖, ℓ𝑖 is the only location allocated with label 𝑖 in the system (uniquely determined)
and no messages are sent or received by node 𝑖 before this location is allocated.
(2) For any vector 𝑣® sent from node 𝑖 to node 𝑗 , 𝑣® is point-wise greater than or equal to the vector
stored on the heap at node 𝑖 at the time of all previous sent messages from node 𝑖 to node 𝑗 .
(3) At all times, the vector stored on the heap of node 𝑖 is point-wise greater than or equal to
all vectors received by node 𝑖, except possibly for the very last received message.
(4) At all times, the vectors stored on the heap and the model agree.
Note the subtlety of condition (2) as it is capturing precisely the interaction between the program
scheduler and the network steps: the vector on heap at the time of a send operation might be larger
than the vector being sent as increment operations can take place in between the reading and the
sending operations. Also, for condition (3), since the program receives messages in a loop and then
subsequently merges them it might be that the last vector received is not yet merged.
Proof Idea of Theorem 4.2. Note how GcMainRel together with NetFair implies ModelFair . Assume that 𝑣® is the current state of 𝑖 th replica (both in the model and the heap as they agree). At
some point in the future, there is a vector 𝑣®′ sent from 𝑖 th replica to 𝑗 th replica that is received, such
that 𝑣® ⊑ 𝑣®′ . On the other hand, the 𝑗 th replica keeps receiving messages and once it gets a message
after 𝑣®′ , its state is guaranteed to be greater than or equal to 𝑣®′ and therefore also greater than or
equal to 𝑣®. Moreover, since the vectors on the heap and the vectors in the model correspond at all
times, the stability point and convergence point of the program and the model also correspond.
The Invariant. The invariant that we use for establishing the reﬁnement relation between GCounters and their models is as follows:
∃locs, 𝛿. Model◦ (𝛿) ∗ HeapRel (locs, 𝛿) ∗ SentRel (locs, 𝛿) ∗ RecRel (locs, 𝛿)

NGC

Here the predicate HeapRel states, as in the example in Figure 1, that either the 𝑖 th replica has
allocated its location and it stores exactly 𝛿𝑖 or 𝛿𝑖 is all 0’s. This invariant captures the relation
GcMainRel above using allocation, send, and receive events. Here, locs is a list of optional locations
(instead of a list of locations in GcMainRel). The SentRel and RecRel predicates, respectively, use
send and receive events to state the criteria (2) and (3) in the explanation above for GcMainRel. In
order to maintain the invariant above, we use the rule aneris-wp-atomic-take-step to update the
state of the model whenever the cas operations in the perform_merge or incr methods succeed.
5 FAIR TERMINATION OF CONCURRENT PROGRAMS
We now consider an instantiation of Trillium to the HeapLang language, a concurrent higherorder language without network capabilities. We explain how instantiating Trillium with a suitable
model allows proving fair termination of concurrent programs.
In a concurrent setting, the generally relevant notion of termination is fair termination, as most
concurrent programs only terminate if the scheduler is fair. For example, the program presented
in Figure 6, where two threads yes and no ﬂip back and forth a shared Boolean b, does intuitively
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terminate. However, it does not terminate if, after some point, only one thread is ever scheduled;
this should not happen under a reasonable scheduler. By deﬁnition, fair termination of a program
tid1

tid2

means that all its fair traces are ﬁnite. An execution trace (tp1, 𝜎1 ) −−−→tp (tp2 ) −−−→tp · · · , whose
transitions are labeled with the indices tid of the threads which take steps, is fair if it is ﬁnite, or
if every reducible thread eventually takes a step.
Fair termination is a liveness property, and hence we cannot prove it directly in a step-indexed
logic such as Iris (as discussed in [Spies et al. 2021; Tassarotti et al. 2017]). Our solution is to prove
a reduction from the fair termination of an abstract model F to that of the program 𝑒:
F is fairly terminating ∧ 𝑒 reﬁnes 𝛿

𝑒 is fairly terminating

=⇒

(1)

where 𝛿 ∈ F and the fact that 𝑒 reﬁnes 𝛿 is proved in Trillium. To express fairness, we use an
instantiation of Trillium where models are labeled transition systems. Thus the model F above
should be a fairness model: an STS labeled with names called roles which play the same role as
thread ids in the deﬁnition of fair traces of F . Each state 𝛿 ∈ F has a ﬁnite set of enabled roles. For
the example above, we deﬁne in Figure 7 a model Fyn with two roles, Yes and No corresponding
to the two threads, and whose states are pairs (𝑚, 𝑏) ∈ N × B which represent respectively the
value of m and of b. Intuitively, the states of Fyn summarize the states of the program; note that if,
initially, 𝑛 = 𝑚 = 𝑘 and 𝑏 = 1, then 𝑛 = 𝑚 + 𝑏. Loops in Fyn represent failed cas operations and
rightward arrows successful ones. This model is fairly terminating: at each state, one of the two
roles decreases the state ordered lexicographically.
We need the reﬁnement relation between the program 𝑒 and the state 𝛿 of the fairness model F
to induce a relation - on their traces which entails (1), since fair termination is a trace property.
The relation - is complicated, as it needs to maintain an evolving mapping between thread ids
and roles and to ensure ﬁniteness of stuttering. We deﬁne it as the composition of two simpler
relations -f and -s on traces so that t𝑒 - t𝑚 iﬀ there exists a trace t of an intermediate labeled
STS Live(F ) such that those two reﬁnements hold:
fair

fair

t𝑒

-f
ﬁnite

t

-s

t𝑚

(2)

ﬁnite

The ﬁrst relation -f is deﬁned as relation InfRef 𝜉 for a certain ﬁxed 𝜉, and Live(F ) designed to
ensures that -f corresponds to a fairness-preserving termination-preserving reﬁnement. A state of
Live(F ) is a triple (𝛿, 𝐹,𝑇 ) where 𝛿 ∈ F , 𝐹 associates a natural number 𝐹 (𝜌) to each role 𝜌 enabled
in 𝛿 which is called its fuel, and 𝑇 associates each role with a thread id of the program. The idea is
that a stutter step of thread tid decreases the fuels of all the roles associated to it according to 𝑇 ,
and that a tid-step in the program which corresponds to a 𝜌 step in F , with 𝐹 (𝜌) = tid, can increase
the fuel of 𝜌 but must decrease the fuel of all the other roles 𝜌 ′ ∈ 𝑇 −1 (tid). This decreasing-fuel
discipline ensures that there exists a computable function which extracts a trace t𝑚 in F from a
trace t of Live(F ) by ignoring stuttering steps. The relation -s is the graph of this function.
The correctness of this construction is represented by the gray arrows in (2): for example, the
arrow from t𝑒 to t means that if t𝑒 -f t and if t𝑒 is fair, then t is fair. Thus if we assume that t𝑒 is
fair, then t𝑚 is fair as well. If F is fairly terminating, we then get that t𝑚 is ﬁnite, and therefore t𝑒
is ﬁnite.
Coming back to our example, since Fyn is fairly terminating, it only remains to establish the
reﬁnement t𝑒 -f t , which we do by proving a weakest precondition for the program 𝑒 in Trillium
instantiated with the model M ≔ Live(F ). We use a slight variation of Trillium where the weakest
precondition is parameterized by the current thread id (allowing to match thread ids to roles). We
make use of ghost resources corresponding to the states of Live(M): in particular, 𝜌 ↦→𝐹 f means
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that role 𝜌 has fuel f , and tid ↦→𝑇 𝑅 means that the thread tid is associated to the set 𝑅 of roles.
Finally, Model◦ (𝛿) states that the current state of the underlying fairness model F is 𝛿. Because
fuel needs to decrease at each step, every program step of thread tid needs to be justiﬁed by owning
the predicate tid ↦→𝑇 𝑅 (with 𝑅 ≠ ∅) and 𝜌 ↦→𝐹 𝑓𝜌 + 1 for each 𝜌 ∈ 𝑅; the + 1 is consumed when tid
takes a step. We can specialize the adequacy theorem of Trillium and use (2) to get:
Theorem 5.1. Given a program 𝑒, a ﬁnitely branching fairness model F , a state 𝛿 0 ∈ F , if

𝜌 ↦→𝐹 finit −∗ ⊤ |⇛⊤ wp⊤ 𝑒 @ 0 0 ↦→𝑇 ∅
Model◦ 𝛿 0 −∗ 0 ↦→𝑇 𝑅 −∗

∗
𝜌 ∈𝑅

holds in Iris, and if F is fairly terminating, then 𝑒 is fairly terminating. (0 above is the initial thread id).
We remark that the hypothesis that F is fairly terminating can be proved without quantifying
over all fair traces: there is a simple criterion based on a well-founded order which can be checked
locally by considering transitions individually.
A technical inconvenience is that threads need to have at least one role to take a step, but must
have none when they end. In turn, this means that the last step of tid must take a step to a state in
the model where its roles are not enabled. For our example, this leads to adding two Booleans ye
and ne to the states, where ye = 0 means Yes has ﬁnished, and ne = 0 means No has.
Returning to our example we use the theorem above to prove that the program in Figure 6 is
fairly terminating by establishing the weakest precondition, with 𝑅 ≔ {Yes, No} and finit ≔ 30.
The proof of the weakest precondition is fairly simple and follows the methodology explained for
the minimal example in §2. See the Appendix for complete deﬁnitions.
The approach presented here is similar in spirit to the one in the work of Tassarotti et al. [2017],
but generalizes it from reasoning about fairness and termination-preserving reﬁnement for a compiler for session-typed programs to reasoning about reﬁnement of general concurrent programs
wrt. abstract models. As far as we understand, the expressive power of the logics is roughly similar.
The main diﬀerence is that Tassarotti et al. [2017] had to extend Iris with linear predicates, and to
modify the deﬁnition of resource algebras to add a transition relation. We achieve similar results
without heavy modiﬁcations, using that the authoritative state of the model is threaded through
the weakest precondition, and by putting an exclusive structure on the set of roles owned by a
thread, which prevents the weakening of tid ↦→𝑇 𝑅1 ∪ 𝑅2 to tid ↦→𝑇 𝑅1 , a limited form of linearity.
6 RELATED WORK
We now discuss some further related work not already discussed in the paper.
Reﬁnement-Based Veriﬁcation of Distributed Systems. There is a lot of work on veriﬁcation of
high-level models of distributed systems, but here we focus on works that, as ours, aim at proving
that concrete implementations reﬁne abstract models. The most closely related works are IronFleet [Hawblitzel et al. 2017] and Igloo [Sprenger et al. 2020]. IronFleet uses the Dafny veriﬁer to
verify the implementation of a system and encode the relation to the STS being reﬁned in preconditions and postconditions of programs. IronFleet does not support node-local concurrency and
hence would not be applicable to our CRDT example. IronFleet uses a pen-and-paper argument
for proving liveness of simple programs (programs that consist of a simple event loop which calls
event handlers that are terminating), which does not scale to proving eventual consistency of our
CRDT example. Igloo proves only safety properties about programs and not liveness properties
like eventual consistency. Igloo starts with a high-level STS which is reﬁned (possibly in multiple
steps) to a more low-level STS for each node of the system. These STSs are annotated with IO operations which are used to generate IO speciﬁcations for network communications of the node in the
style of Penninckx et al. [2015]. The program (each node) is then veriﬁed against this generated
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speciﬁcation. Hence, the relationship between the implementation and the model considered in
Igloo is a ﬁxed relation, i.e. producing the same IO behavior. In contrast, our work allows an arbitrary (history-sensitive) reﬁnement relation to be speciﬁed and established between the program
and the model. In contrast to both IronFleet and Igloo our veriﬁcation approach is foundational:
the operational semantics of the distributed programming language, the abstract models, and the
model of the program logic are all formally deﬁned in Coq, and through adequacy theorems of the
program logic, the end result of a veriﬁcation is a formal theorem expressed only in terms of the
operational semantics of the programming language and the model.
Non-Reﬁnement-Based Veriﬁcation of Distributed Systems. Woos et al. [2016] verify the Raft consensus protocol [Ongaro and Ousterhout 2014] in the Verdi framework [Wilcox et al. 2015] for
implementing and verifying distributed systems in Coq. In Verdi, the programmer provides a speciﬁcation, implementation, and proof of a distributed system under an idealized network model in
a high-level language. The application is automatically transformed into one that handles faults
via veriﬁed system transformers: this makes vertical composition diﬃcult for clients and the highlevel language does not include features such as node-local concurrency. The Disel framework
[Sergey et al. 2018] also allows users to implement distributed systems using a domain speciﬁc
language and verify them using a Hoare-style program logic in Coq; the work includes a case
study on two-phase commit. Disel struggles with node-local reasoning as the use of internal mutable state in nodes must be exposed in the high-level system protocol and state changes are tied
to sending and receiving messages.
Paxos Veriﬁcation Eﬀorts. Paxos and its multiple variants have been considered by many veriﬁcation eﬀorts using, e.g., automated theorem provers and model checkers [Chand et al. 2016;
Jaskelioﬀ and Merz 2005; Kellomäki 2004; Kragl et al. 2020; Maric et al. 2017; Padon et al. 2017].
These eﬀorts all consider abstract models or speciﬁcations in high-level domain-speciﬁc languages
of Paxos(-like) protocols and not actual implementations in a realistic and expressive programming
language.
García-Pérez et al. [2018] devise composable speciﬁcations for a pseudo-code implementation
of Single-Decree Paxos and semantics-preserving optimizations to the protocol on pen-and-paper
but without a formal connection to their implementation in Scala; it would be interesting future
work to implement and verify the same optimizations in our setting.
CRDTs. Zeller et al. [2014] present an Isabelle/HOL framework for verifying state-based CRDTs,
including verifying that a CRDT implementation reﬁnes its speciﬁcation. Unlike in our work,
CRDT implementations are deﬁned at a high level of abstraction using state-transition systems.
Zeller et al. [2014] do not reason about inter-replica communication. Gomes et al. [2017] present
the ﬁrst mechanized proof of eventual consistency of operation-based CRDTs but do not consider
network communications as part of the program. Moreover, unlike our work on a state-based
CRDT, Gomes et al. [2017] do not consider functional correctness. Nair et al. [2020] present proof
rules to reason about functional correctness of several state-based CRDTs that have richer safety
guarantees than the CRDT we have studied because some operations of those CRDTs require coordination between replicas. However, they show safety and eventual consistency based on an
abstract operational semantics which ignores inter-replica communication and node-local concurrency. Liang and Feng [2021] propose an approach to verify implementation of operation-based
CRDTs where they show both functional correctness and strong eventual consistency within the
same theoretical framework. They use a rely-guarantee-style program logic to reason about client
programs, but do so at a higher “algorithmic” level of abstraction than our work, ignoring interreplica communication. Furthermore, Liang and Feng [2021] do not mechanize their work in a
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proof assistant. On the other hand, they consider many more examples of CRDTs than we do.
Here, we have just focused on a single example, to illustrate how Trillium may be used to reason
about CRDTs. In future work, it would be interesting to apply Trillium to other, more complex
examples as well.
Fair Termination of Concurrent Programs. We have already discussed the most closely related
work on fair termination via termination-preserving reﬁnement in §5. Liang and Feng [2016, 2018]
have also used reﬁnement to show a wider range of liveness properties of concurrent programs, including programs with partial methods, but focusing on ﬁrst-order logic and ﬁrst-order programs.
It would be interesting to investigate if Trillium could serve as a basis for generalizing the veriﬁcation methods of Liang and Feng [2016, 2018] to higher-order logic and higher-order programs.
7 CONCLUSION
We have introduced Trillium, a mechanized generic program logic that uniﬁes Hoare-style reasoning with local reasoning about history-sensitive reﬁnement relations among execution traces
and traces of a model. We have shown how to use an instantiation of Trillium to a distributed
higher-order concurrent imperative programming language to give modular proofs of correctness
of concrete implementations of two-phase commit and single-decree Paxos by showing that they
reﬁne their abstract TLA+ speciﬁcations. Moreover, we have shown how our notion of reﬁnement
can be used to reason about liveness properties such as strong eventual consistency of a concrete
implementation of a CRDT and fair termination of concurrent programs.
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A OPERATIONAL SEMANTICS OF ANERISLANG
® S,
® P, M) where M is a message soup, a multiset
In AnerisLang, the state 𝜎 is of the form ( H,
®
®
of messages in transit, and H , S, and P are mappings from IP addresses to, respectively, nodelocal heaps H , node-local socket mappings S, and node-local ports in use P. For the relation
(𝑒; 𝜎) → (𝑒 ′ ; 𝜎 ′ ) each step either occurs on the network (a system step) or at some particular node
(uniquely determined by its IP address). We deﬁne steps that take place on nodes by deﬁning a
so-called head-steps and closing them under evaluation contexts:
(𝑒, 𝜎) →ℎ (𝑒 ′, 𝜎 ′, (𝑒 𝑓1 , · · · , 𝑒 𝑓𝑘 ))
(𝐾 [𝑒]; 𝜎) → (𝐾 [𝑒 ′ ], 𝜎 ′, (𝑒 𝑓1 , · · · , 𝑒 𝑓𝑘 ))
We split the head step relation into two parts: head steps that do not modify the network-related
state (sockets, ports, and the message soup), and the head steps that do modify the network-related
state. We call the latter steps for network-aware head steps, and in this section we focus on these;
the steps that do not modify the network state are mostly standard. Figure 8 shows reduction rules
for the network-aware head step →ip (ip being the IP address of the node executing the head step)
— note that none of these steps forks any threads and hence we have omitted forked threads in
the form of network-aware head steps. Note how the network-aware head step relation does not
have access to the heaps part (H® ) of the state.
A socket mapping S associates each socket handler (ﬁle descriptor) 𝑧 to a UDP-socket represented by a pair ((ip, 𝑝), b) and a receiving message buﬀer B. In the pair ((ip, 𝑝), b), the address
(ip, 𝑝) is the one to which the socket handler 𝑧 is bound, and the Boolean b indicates whether
the socket is in a blocking (true) or non-blocking (false) receive mode. Initially, all sockets
are in blocking receive mode (cf., Socket-Bind). The rules Set-Socket-To-Non-Blocking-Receive
and Set-Socket-To-Blocking-Receive change the receive mode from blocking to non-blocking
using a timeout (𝑛, 𝑚) (which represents a ﬂoat 𝑛.𝑚).8 The receive buﬀer B stores the set of
8 Timeouts with concrete numbers are strictly speaking not needed as we do not model time in AnerisLang; we use timeouts

to align setReceiveTimeout with the OCaml function Unix.setsockopt_float.
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messages delivered to the node at socket address (ip, 𝑝). When a message 𝑚 is in buﬀer B
the Receive-Some-Message rule applies and the message 𝑚 can get delivered to the user application while getting removed from the buﬀer. When the buﬀer is empty, one of two networkaware rules applies, depending on whether the socket of the buﬀer is in the non-blocking
(Receive-Empty-Buffer-Non-Blocking) or blocking (Receive-Empty-Buffer-Blocking) receive mode.
In the former case, the reduction does not block and it may return None. In the latter case, the
reduction blocks in the sense that the call to the receive function reduces to itself. Note that his
makes the blocking receivefrom operation non-atomic. We call such operations stuttering-atomic
operations: they reduce to themselves (stutter) a number of times before taking an atomic step. We
have shown that the rules applying to atomic steps, i.e., accessing invariants and taking steps in
the model, also apply to stuttering atomic steps.
New-Socket

𝑧 ∉ dom(S)

S ′ = S [𝑧 ↦→ (None, ∅)]

( socket (), (S, P, M)) →𝑖𝑝 (𝑧, (S ′, P, M))
Socket-Bind

S(𝑧) = (None, ∅)
𝑝 ∉ P (ip)
S ′ = S [𝑧 ↦→ (Some((ip, 𝑝), true), ∅)]
P ′ = P [ip ↦→ P (ip) ∪ {𝑝 }]
( socketbind 𝑧 (ip, 𝑝), (S, P, M)) →𝑖𝑝 (0, (S ′, P ′, M))
Send-Message

S(𝑧) = (Some((ip, 𝑝), true), B)

M ′ = M ⊎ {((ip, 𝑝), 𝑡𝑜, 𝑚𝑠𝑔)}

( sendto 𝑧 𝑚𝑠𝑔 𝑡𝑜, (S, P, M)) →𝑖𝑝 (|𝑚𝑠𝑔|, (S, P, M ′))
Receive-Some-Message

𝑡𝑜 = (𝑖𝑝, 𝑝)
𝑚 = (𝑓 𝑟𝑜𝑚, 𝑡𝑜, 𝑚𝑠𝑔)
{𝑚} ∈ B
S(𝑧) = (Some(𝑡𝑜, b), B)
S ′ = S [𝑧 ↦→ (Some(𝑡𝑜, b), B − {𝑚})]
( receivefrom 𝑧, (S, P, M)) →𝑖𝑝 ( Some (𝑚𝑠𝑔, 𝑓 𝑟𝑜𝑚), (S ′, P, M))
Receive-Empty-Buffer-Non-Blocking

S(𝑧) = (Some((𝑖𝑝, 𝑝), false), ∅)
( receivefrom 𝑧, (S, P, M)) →𝑖𝑝 ( None, (S, P, M))
Receive-Empty-Buffer-Blocking

S(𝑧) = (Some((𝑖𝑝, 𝑝), true), ∅)
( receivefrom 𝑧, (S, P, M)) →𝑖𝑝 ( receivefrom 𝑧, (S, P, M))
Set-Socket-To-Non-Blocking-Receive

S(𝑧) = (Some((𝑖𝑝, 𝑝), b), B)
(0 ≤ 𝑚 ∧ 0 ≤ 𝑛 ∧ 0 < (𝑚 + 𝑛))
S ′ (𝑧) = S [𝑧 ↦→ (Some((𝑖𝑝, 𝑝), false), B)]
( setReceiveTimeout (𝑚, 𝑛), (S, P, M)) →𝑖𝑝 ((), (S ′, P, M))
Set-Socket-To-Blocking-Receive

S(𝑧) = (Some((𝑖𝑝, 𝑝), b), B)
S ′ (𝑧) = S [𝑧 ↦→ (Some((𝑖𝑝, 𝑝), true), B)]
( setReceiveTimeout (0, 0), (S, P, M)) →𝑖𝑝 ((), (S ′, P, M))
Fig. 8. The rules for network-aware head reduction.

Another way the machine can take a step in AnerisLang is through the system-step relation
→sys ⊆ State × State. As explained in the Section 2 of the paper, system steps are those that do not
correspond to actual program execution steps. The system step relation in AnerisLang has just two
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steps as seen in Figure 9. The Message-Deliver rule corresponds to the system step that delivers
a message (𝑓 𝑟𝑜𝑚, 𝑡𝑜, 𝑚𝑠𝑔) sent from socket address 𝑓 𝑟𝑜𝑚 to the socket address 𝑡𝑜 = (ip, 𝑝). Messages are delivered when they are moved into the corresponding receive buﬀer. The Message-Drop
rule corresponds to the network dropping a message.
Message-Deliver

𝑡𝑜 = (ip, 𝑝)
𝑚 = (𝑓 𝑟𝑜𝑚, 𝑡𝑜, 𝑚𝑠𝑔) ∈ M
®
S(𝑖𝑝)
= Some(S)
S(𝑧) = (Some(𝑡𝑜, b), B)
S®′ = S® [ip ↦→ S [𝑧 ↦→ (Some(𝑡𝑜, b), B ∪ {𝑚})]]
® S,
® P, M) →sys ( H,
® S®′, P, M)
( H,
Message-Drop

𝑚∈M
® S,
® P, M) →sys ( H,
® S®′, P, M \ {𝑚})
( H,
Fig. 9. The rules for configuration head reduction.

Note that the operational semantics of AnerisLang described here is diﬀerent from the original
operational semantics of AnerisLang presented in Krogh-Jespersen et al. [2020]. The diﬀerence is
that the new operational semantics, as explained above, now features blocking receive operations
as well as separate system steps for dropping and delivering messages. The old operational semantics did not remove dropped messages from the message soup; it simply ignored them. Also, the
old operational semantics did not feature buﬀers for sockets; any message in the message soup
could simply be delivered upon performing a receive operation. The motivation for these changes
is to make the operational semantics more realistic.
B TWO-PHASE COMMIT
The two-phase commit protocol [Gray 1978] is one of the best-known practical algorithms for
solving the transaction-commit problem where a collection of processes, called resource managers,
have to agree on whether a transaction ought to be committed or aborted. A protocol that solves
the problem has to ensure agreement, i.e., no two processes may decide diﬀerently.
In this development, we consider a TLA+ model of transaction commit and show that a distributed implementation of the two-phase commit protocol reﬁnes it. As a corollary of the reﬁnement and the agreement theorem for the model we show that the implementation also ensures
agreement.
Model. The transaction commit model is summarized in Figure 10. The model is parameterized
by a set 𝑅𝑀𝑠 of resource managers that are each in either an initial Working state, a preparation
state Prepared, or in a ﬁnal state Committed or Aborted. The full state of the model is a ﬁnite
mapping from resource managers to one of these states. The transition relation allows resource
managers to transition freely from the Working to the Prepared state (TC-Prepare). A resource
manager may transition from the Prepared to the Committed state if all resource managers are
either in the Prepared or the Committed state (TC-Commit), and from the Working or Prepared
state to the Aborted state if no resource manager is in the Committed state (TC-Abort).
By induction on the transition relation one can easily show that the model satisﬁes the agreement property when starting from an initial state where all resource managers are in the Working
state.
Theorem B.1 (Agreement of TC). Let 𝛿 Init (𝑟 ) , Working. If 𝛿 Init ⇀∗TC 𝛿 then for all 𝑟 1, 𝑟 2 ∈
𝑅𝑀𝑠 it is not the case that 𝛿 (𝑟 1 ) = Committed and 𝛿 (𝑟 2 ) = Aborted.
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RMStates , {Working, Prepared, Committed, Aborted}
ﬁn

𝛿 ∈ 𝑅𝑀𝑠 −⇀ RMStates
CanCommit(𝛿) , ∀𝑟 ∈ 𝑅𝑀𝑠. 𝛿 (𝑟 ) = Prepared ∨ 𝛿 (𝑟 ) = Committed
NotCommitted(𝛿) , ∀𝑟 ∈ 𝑅𝑀𝑠. 𝛿 (𝑟 ) ≠ Committed
TC-Commit

TC-Prepare

𝛿 (𝑟 ) = Working

𝛿 (𝑟 ) = Prepared

𝛿 ⇀TC 𝛿 [𝑟 ↦→ Prepared]

CanCommit(𝛿)

𝛿 ⇀TC 𝛿 [𝑟 ↦→ Committed]

TC-Abort

𝛿 (𝑟 ) = Working ∨ 𝛿 (𝑟 ) = Prepared

NotCommitted(𝛿)

𝛿 ⇀TC 𝛿 [𝑟 ↦→ Aborted]
Fig. 10. TLA+ specification of the transaction-commit (TC) problem.

Implementation. The two-phase commit protocol relies on a transaction manager to orchestrate
the agreement process; the transaction manager may either be a distinguished resource manager or
a separate process. Listing 4 and Listing 5 show implementations in AnerisLang of the transaction
manager and resource manager roles, respectively. The transaction manager uses a simple library
functionality for removing duplicate messages; the functionality is initialized with the nodup_init
invocation that returns a wrapped receivefrom primitive that removes duplicates messages but
is otherwise not important.
Listing 4. Transaction manager.
let recv_resps recv skt RMs =
let rec loop prepared =
Set.equal prepared RMs ||
let (msg, sndr) = recv skt in
msg = "PREPARED" &&
loop (Set.add sndr prepared) in
loop (Set.empty ()) in
let transaction_manager TM RMs =
let skt = socket () in
socketbind skt TM;
let recv = nodup_init () in
sendto_all skt RMs "PREPARE";
let ready = recv_resps recv skt RMs in
if ready then
sendto_all skt RMs "COMMIT";
receivefrom_all skt recv RMs;
"COMMITTED"
else
sendto_all skt RMs "ABORT";
"ABORTED"

Listing 5. Resource manager.
let resource_manager RM TM =
let skt = socket () in
socketbind skt RM;
let (m, _) = receivefrom skt in
if m = "ABORT"
then sendto skt "ABORTED" TM
else
let local_abort = coin_flip () in
if local_abort
then sendto skt "ABORTED" TM
else
sendto skt "PREPARED" TM;
let (decision, _) =
wait_receivefrom skt
(fun (_, m) => m = "COMMIT" ||
m = "ABORT") in
if decision = "COMMIT" then
sendto skt "COMMITTED" TM
else
sendto skt "ABORTED" TM

The transaction manager implementation starts by allocating a socket and binding it to the
socket address TM given as argument. It continues by sending a "PREPARE" message to all the resource manager socket addresses given in RMs, asking the resource managers to transition to the
preparation phase. If all the resource managers respond with "PREPARED"—signifying that they are
all ready to commit—the transaction manager continues by sending a "COMMIT" message, telling
the resource managers the decision is to commit, after which it awaits their responses and returns.
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If a single resource manager responds with "ABORTED", the transaction manager stops receiving
responses, relays the information, and returns.
The resource manager implementation starts by allocating a socket and binding it to the socket
address RM given as argument. It continues by listening for an initial request from the transaction
manager; in case another resource manager already aborted and this information arrived prior to
the initial "PREPARE" request, the resource manager aborts. If asked to prepare, the resource manager makes a local decision—here with a nondeterministic coin ﬂip–and sends the decision to the
transaction manager. If the resource manager decides to abort, it immediately returns; otherwise
it awaits the ﬁnal decision from the transaction manager, conﬁrms the transition, and returns.

Reﬁnement. To show that the two-phase commit implementation reﬁnes the transaction-commit
model we instantiate the Aneris logic with the model; this gives us a handle to the current model
state 𝛿 that we can manipulate through the separation logic resource Model◦ (𝛿). The key proof
strategy is to keep this resource in an invariant that ties together the model state and the physical
with enough information such that the continued simulation is strong enough for proving our ﬁnal correctness theorem (Theorem B.2). In this development, we will tie sending a message (such
as "COMMITTED") from resource manager 𝑟 to the corresponding transition in the model (such as
TC-Commit). Additionally, the invariant will have to keep suﬃcient ghost resources and information for us to establish the conditions (CanCommit(𝛿) and NotCommitted(𝛿)) for progressing
the model.
To state a suﬃcient invariant for the two-phase commit reﬁnement we will make use of two
resource algebras: a variation of the oneshot algebra [Jung et al. 2018] with discardable fractions
[Vindum and Birkedal 2021] as well as a monotone ghost map algebra.
The oneshot algebra with discardable fractions allows us to deﬁne resources pending(𝑞),
discarded, and shot(𝑎) governed by the rules below.
pending(𝑞) ≡∗ discarded

pending(1) ≡∗ shot(𝑎)

shot(𝑎) ∗ pending(𝑞) ⊢ False

pending(𝑝) ∗ pending(𝑞) ⊣⊢ pending(𝑝 + 𝑞)

shot(𝑎) ∗ discarded ⊢ False

shot(𝑎) ∗ shot(𝑎) ⊣⊢ shot(𝑎)

shot(𝑎) ∗ shot(𝑏) ⊢ 𝑎 = 𝑏

discarded ∗ discarded ⊣⊢ discarded

Intuitively, pending(𝑞) corresponds to owning a 𝑞-sized share in making some decision; only by
owning all shares a unique decision can be made as witnessed by owning shot(𝑎). By discarding a
share a party can ensure that no decision can ever be made. Notice how this construction can be
used to model the two-phase commit protocol (in particular the condition CanCommit(𝛿) and
NotCommitted(𝛿)) by picking the decision value 𝑎 to be the unit value: each party initially owns
an evenly sized share of the decision and transfers this share to the transaction manager when
preparing to commit. By receiving a share from all resource managers, the transaction manager
can make the decision to commit. By discarding a share, a resource manager can ensure that no
decision to commit will ever be made and safely abort.
Using the monotone resource algebra [Timany and Birkedal 2021], we construct a logical points𝑞
to connective 𝑟 ↦→• 𝑠 that will track 𝑞-fractional ownership of the current model state 𝑠 of resource
manager 𝑟 , but where 𝑠 may only evolve monotonically according to the internal resource manager
transition relation given by Working
Prepared
Committed and Working, Prepared
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Aborted. The construction is accompanied by a duplicable 𝑟 ↦→◦ 𝑠 resource that gives a lowerbound on the current state of resource manager 𝑟 as seen from the rules below.
𝑞

𝑟 ↦→• 𝑠 ∗ 𝑟 ↦→◦ 𝑠 ′ ⊢ 𝑠 ′
1

∗

𝑠

1

𝑟 ↦→• 𝑠 ∗ 𝑠 ∗ 𝑠 ′ ≡∗ 𝑟 ↦→• 𝑠 ′ ∗ 𝑟 ↦→◦ 𝑠 ′
𝑟 ↦→◦ 𝑠 ∗ 𝑟 ↦→◦ 𝑠 ⊣⊢ 𝑟 ↦→◦ 𝑠
Equipped with the two constructions from above we can deﬁne the reﬁnement invariant for the
two-phase commit implementation:
𝐼 TPC

∗

1
2

↦ • 𝑠 ∗ 𝛿 (𝑟 ) = 𝑠 ∗ TokenCoh(𝑠) ∗
∃𝑅,𝑇 , 𝑠. 𝑟 →
, ∃𝛿. Model◦ (𝛿) ∗
𝜙
𝑟 {RM (𝑅,𝑇 ) ∗ ModelCoh(𝑟 , 𝑠,𝑇 )
𝑟 ∈𝑅𝑀𝑠

The invariant owns the current model state 𝛿 and for each resource manager 𝑟 it owns half of the
corresponding monotone points-to connective for some state 𝑠 such that 𝛿 (𝑟 ) = 𝑠; the resource
manager itself will own the remaining half. This ensures that the resource manager itself knows
exactly which state it is in and that the resource cannot be updated without updating the model
as well. We moreover tie being in the model states Committed and Aborted to ownership of, respectively, the shot and discarded resources as given by TokenCoh(𝑠) below.

shot
if 𝑠 = Committed




discarded
if 𝑠 = Aborted
TokenCoh(𝑠) ,


 True
otherwise

The remaining two clauses constitute the key component in connecting the model to the physical
𝜙
state; the persistent socket protocol 𝑟 {RM (𝑅,𝑇 ) tracks the history 𝑇 of sent messages from
resource manager 𝑟 and ModelCoh(𝑟 , 𝑠,𝑇 ) requires that if the resource manager 𝑟 is in state 𝑠
then a corresponding message must have been sent to the transaction manager 𝑡 and if a message
corresponding to a state 𝑠 ′ has been sent, the resource manager must be in at least that state:

(𝑟 , 𝑡, "PREPARED") ∈ 𝑇




 (𝑟 , 𝑡, "COMMITTED") ∈ 𝑇


if 𝑠 = Prepared

if 𝑠 = Committed

(𝑟
,
𝑡,
"ABORTED")
∈
𝑇
if 𝑠 = Aborted



 True
otherwise

′
ModelCoh(𝑟 , 𝑠,𝑇 ) , MessageCoh(𝑟 , 𝑠,𝑇 ) ∧ ∀𝑠 . MessageCoh(𝑟 , 𝑠 ′,𝑇 ) → 𝑠 ′

MessageCoh(𝑟 , 𝑠,𝑇 ) ,

∗

𝑠

The socket protocol 𝜙 TM governing the communication with the transaction manager is deﬁned
below. It follows the intuitive description given earlier: when preparing to commit, the pending
resource is transferred to the transaction manager, and in order to commit or abort, the resources
shot and discarded must be transferred as well, respectively. Moreover, the resource manager has
to prove that its model state has (at least) been progressed to the corresponding states. The socket
protocol for 𝜙 RM for the resource manager follows a similar pattern.
𝜙 TM (𝑟 , 𝑡, 𝑏) , 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅𝑀𝑠 ∗


𝑏 = "PREPARED" ∗ pending( |𝑅𝑀𝑠1 |+1 ) ∗ 𝑟 ↦→◦ Prepared ∨
(𝑏 = "COMMITTED" ∗ shot ∗ 𝑟 ↦→◦ Committed) ∨

(𝑏 = "ABORTED" ∗ discarded ∗ 𝑟 ↦→◦ Aborted)
𝜙 RM (𝑟 , 𝑡, 𝑏) , 𝑏 = "PREPARE" ∨
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∗

𝑟 ∈𝑅𝑀𝑠

𝑟 ↦→◦ Prepared) ∨

(𝑏 = "ABORT" ∗ discarded)
The transaction manager implementation can be given the speciﬁcation below; notice how it
does not rely on the reﬁnement invariant but only on the socket protocols and resources as described.

{

Fixed(𝐴) ∗ 𝑡 ∈ 𝐴 ∗ FreePort(𝑡) ∗ 𝑡 { (∅, ∅) ∗
pending( |𝑅𝑀𝑠1 |+1 ) ∗ 𝑡 Z⇒ 𝜙 TM ∗
h𝑡;

{

𝑣.

transaction_manager 𝑡

(𝑣 =

"COMMITTED"

(𝑣 =

"ABORTED"

∗

∗

∗

𝑟 ∈𝑅𝑀𝑠

𝑟 Z⇒ 𝜙 RM

}

𝑅𝑀𝑠i

𝑟 ∈𝑅𝑀𝑠

𝑟 ↦→◦ Committed) ∨

∗ ∃𝑟 ∈ 𝑅𝑀𝑠. 𝑟 ↦→◦ Aborted)

}

The speciﬁcation for the resource manager as seen below, however, relies on the invariant as
well as fractional ownership of the resource manager’s model state.

{

Fixed(𝐴) ∗ 𝑟 ∈ 𝐴 ∗ FreePort(𝑟 ) ∗ 𝐼 TPC

NTPC

∗
1
2

𝑟 Z⇒ 𝜙 RM ∗ 𝑡 Z⇒ 𝜙 TM ∗ pending( |𝑅𝑀𝑠1 |+1 ) ∗ 𝑟 ↦→• Working
h𝑟 ;

resource_manager 𝑟

}

𝑡i

{True}
Theorem B.2 (Agreement, two-phase commit implementation). If (𝑒; ∅) →∗ (𝑇 ; 𝜎) and
𝑚𝑠1 , 𝑚𝑠2 ∈ M such that 𝑚𝑠𝑖 is the physical message corresponding to state 𝑠𝑖 then it is not the case
that 𝑠 1 = Committed and 𝑠 2 = Aborted.
C
C.1

SINGLE-DECREE PAXOS
Auxiliary implementation components

let recv_promises skt n bal0 =
let promises = ref (Set.empty ()) in
let senders = ref (Set.empty ()) in
let rec loop () =
if Set.cardinal !senders = n
then !promises
else
let (m, sndr) = receivefrom skt in
let (bal, mval) =
proposer_deser m in
if bal = bal0 then
senders <- Set.add !senders sndr;
promises <- Set.add !promises mval
else ();
loop ()
in loop ()

let find_max_promise s =
let max_promise acc promise =
match promise, acc with
| Some (b1, _), Some (b2, _) =>
if b1 < b2 then acc else promise
| None, Some _ => acc
| _, _ => promise
end
in Set.fold max_promise s None
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let wait_receivefrom skt test =
let learner acceptors addr =
let rec loop () =
let skt = socket () in
let msg = receivefrom skt in
socketbind skt addr;
let majority =
if test msg then msg else loop ()
Set.cardinal acceptors / 2 + 1 in
in loop ()
let votes = ref (Map.empty ()) in
let sendto_all skt X msg =
let rec loop () =
Set.iter (fun x => sendto skt msg x) X
let (m, sndr) = receivefrom skt in
let (bal, v) = learner_deser m in
let bal_votes =
match Map.find_opt bal !votes with
| Some vs => vs
| None => Set.empty ()
end in
let bal_votes' =
Set.add sndr bal_votes in
if Set.cardinal bal_votes' = majority
then (bal, v)
else
votes <- Map.add bal bal_votes' votes;
loop ()
in loop ()

C.2

Lifted Paxos TLA model
SDP-inc

(C, 𝛿) ⇀SDP
 (C [𝑝 ↦→ C(𝑝) + 1], 𝛿)

SDP-a

(S, B, V) ⇀SDP (S ∪ {𝑚} , B, V)
𝑏 = 𝑛 · |Proposer| + 𝑝
𝑚 = msg1a(𝑏) ∨ 𝑚 = msg2a(𝑏, 𝑣)

C(𝑝) = 𝑛

(C, S, B, V) ⇀SDP
 (C, S ∪ {𝑚} , B, V)

SDP-b

(S, B, V) ⇀SDP (S ∪ {𝑚} , B ′, V ′ )

𝑚 = msg1b(𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑜) ∨ 𝑚 = msg2b(𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑣)

′
′
(C, S, B, V) ⇀SDP
 (C, S ∪ {𝑚} , B , V )

D FAIR TERMINATION OF CONCURRENT PROGRAMS, DETAILS
The section gives a few deﬁnitions which were alluded to in Section 5.
D.1

Fairness model

A fairness model is a state transition system, with a set of roles which label its transitions. Each
state has a set of enabled roles, and a “fuel limit” which is used to keep the control the branching
of Live(F ) which we deﬁne below.
Deﬁnition D.1. A fairness model F is the data of a set F of states, a set R of roles, and a transition
relation → ⊆ F × R × F labeled by roles. Moreover, it is equipped with a map enabled _roles :
F → ℘ﬁn (R) which associates a ﬁnite set of enabled roles to each state 𝑠 ∈ F . It must approximate
the set of outgoing roles:
𝜌

∀𝜌 ∈ R, ∀𝛿, 𝛿 ′ ∈ F , 𝛿 →
− 𝛿 ′ =⇒ 𝜌 ∈ enabled _roles 𝛿.
𝜌

and it must not disable other roles: if 𝛿 →
− 𝛿 ′ , then
∀𝜌 ′ ≠ 𝜌,

𝜌 ′ ∈ enabled _roles 𝛿 ⇒ 𝜌 ′ ∈ enabled _roles 𝛿 ′
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Finally, F comprises a map fuel _limit : F → N which will be useful to ensure ﬁnite branching
conditions.
A run, or trace of F is a non-empty ﬁnite or inﬁnite sequence of the form:
𝜌2

𝜌1

𝛿 1 −−−→ 𝛿 2 −−−→ · · ·
D.2 The Live construction
Given a "fairness model" F , we deﬁne a (labeled) STS Live(F ) which keeps track of mapping
between roles and threads, and of fuels, as explained in Section 5.
A state of Live(F ) is a triple (𝛿, 𝐹,𝑇 ) of a state 𝛿 ∈ F , together with two maps 𝐹 :
enabled _roles 𝛿 → N and 𝑇 : enabled _roles 𝛿 → N which associate a fuel amount and a thread id
to each role 𝜌 which is enabled in the current underlying state 𝛿.
The set of labels of Live(F ) is
{Step 𝜌 tid | 𝜌 ∈ R, tid ∈ N}

⊎

{Silent tid | tid ∈ N}

(recall that R is the set of roles of the "fairness model" F ) The intuition is that a step labeled
by Step 𝜌 tid corresponds to the situation where the thread tid takes a step in the program, and
one of the roles 𝜌 under its responsibility takes a step in the fairness model. A step labeled Silent tid,
on the other hand, corresponds to a step in the program which does not correspond to a step in
the fairness model, in other words, a stuttering step.
We now describe the transitions in the labeled STS Live(F ). The idea is that there are two kinds
of transitions
• A thread tid can take a step in Live(𝑀) of the form
Silent tid

(𝛿, 𝐹,𝑇 ) −−−−−−−−→ (𝛿, 𝐹 ′,𝑇 ′ )
which does not corresponds to a step in the underlying fairness model F in exchange of consuming fuel: for every 𝜌 ∈ 𝑇 −1 (tid) which the thread tid is in charge of, the corresponding
fuel 𝐹 (𝜌) must decrease strictly, in that 𝐹 ′ (𝜌) < 𝐹 (𝜌).
• A thread tid can also take a step in the underlying model which corresponds to a role 𝜌 ∈
𝑇 −1 (tid)
Step 𝜌 tid

(𝛿, 𝐹,𝑇 ) −−−−−−−−→ (𝛿 ′, 𝐹 ′,𝑇 ′ )
This allows to reﬁll the fuel of 𝜌 up to the limit fuel _limit 𝛿 ′ , that is, 𝐹 ′ (𝜌) ≤ fuel _limit 𝛿 ′ ;
this is required to keep the STS ﬁnitely branching. All the other roles which are associated
with tid must decrease:
∀𝜌 ′ ∈ 𝑇 (tid) \ {𝜌 }, 𝐹 ′ (𝜌 ′) < 𝐹 (𝜌 ′)
Roles which appear between 𝛿 and 𝛿 ′ can have any fuel ≤ fuel _limit 𝛿 ′ in 𝐹 ′ . Of course, we
also require there be a step
𝜌

𝛿 −−→ 𝛿 ′
in the fairness model F .
In addition to the two constraints above, in both cases, the fuel of the roles which are not associated
with the thread tid must not increase:
∀𝜌 ∈ R \ 𝑇 −1 (tid), 𝐹 ′ (𝜌) ≤ 𝐹 (𝜌)
and roles which change owners (𝑇 ′ (𝜌) ≠ 𝑇 (𝜌)) must have their fuel decrease strictly.
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D.3 The Fyn model
The full Fyn model is deﬁned as follows. Its states are quadruples
(𝑚, 𝑏, ye, ne) ∈ N × B × B × B
Its set of roles is {Yes, No}, fuel _limit is the constant map equal to 30. The map enabled _roles is
deﬁned so that
Yes ∈ enabled _roles (𝑚, 𝑏, ye, ne) ⇐⇒ ye = 1
No ∈ enabled _roles (𝑚, 𝑏, ye, ne) ⇐⇒ ne = 1
It remains to deﬁne the transitions. First, there are the main types of transition which is described
in Figure 7:
Yes

(1) success for Yes: (𝑚, 1, 1, 1) −−→ (𝑚, 0, 1, 1) if 𝑚 > 0
Yes

(2) failure for Yes: (𝑚, 0, 1, 1) −−→ (𝑚, 0, 1, 1) if 𝑚 > 0
No

(3) success for No: (𝑚, 0, 1, 1) −−→ (𝑚 − 1, 1, 1, 1) if 𝑚 > 0
No

(4) failure for No: (𝑚, 1, 1, 1) −−→ (𝑚, 1, 1, 1)
and the three transitions to account for “shutting down” the threads:
Yes

(5) the last transition of No after Yes has ﬁnished: (1, 0, 0, 1) −−→ (0, 1, 0, 1);
Yes

(6) Yes terminates: (𝑚, 𝑏, 1, ne) −−→ (𝑚, 𝑏, 0, ne) if 𝑚 ≤ 1;
No

(7) No terminates: (0, 𝑏, ye, 1) −−→ (0, 𝑏, ye, 0) if 𝑚 ≤ 1.
It is easy to check that the only transition which do not decrease the state, ordered with lexicographic order on (𝑚, 𝑏) and the product order on ((𝑚, 𝑏), ye, ne) are the two loop transitions.
Moreover, in a state (𝑚, 𝑏, ye, ne), all the transitions labeled with “if 𝑏 = 1 then Yes else No” decrease the state. This means that the following criterion shows the model is fairly terminating.
D.4

Locally fairly terminating models

Deﬁnition D.2. A fairness model F is called locally fairly terminating if there exists a well
founded order ≤ over F and a map 𝜋 : F → R from states to roles which satisﬁes the following
conditions:
𝜌
(1) for all transitions 𝛿 −−→ 𝛿 ′ , 𝛿 ′ ≤ 𝛿;
(2) for all states 𝛿 ∈ F which are not dead ends, 𝜋 (𝛿) ∈ enabled _roles 𝛿 and for all 𝛿 ′ such
𝜋 (𝛿)

that 𝛿 −−−−→ 𝛿 ′ , 𝛿 ′ < 𝛿;
𝜌
(3) for all transitions 𝛿 −−→ 𝛿 ′ , if 𝜌 ≠ 𝜋 (𝛿), then 𝜋 (𝛿 ′ ) = 𝜋 (𝛿);
where a state 𝛿 is called a dead end if there are no outgoing transitions from it.
We call this criterion local because it can be checked for each transition independently, without
any reference to traces. This criterion is correct:
Lemma D.3. If a fairness model F is locally fairly terminating, then it is fairly terminating.

